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FOREWORD

The miniature plays, pantomimes and tableaux

which compose this little book were written, for

the most part, for an equally miniature stage.

It began its existence as the " tie-up " of an old

barn and still possesses three tiny windows from

which horned heads looked out once upon a time.

Part of the tie-up was converted into a dressing-

room, which boasts another tiny window, a closet

for properties, a door leading to the stage and an-

other door from which you step into the garden

and may thus robe and unrobe yourself in the open

air on warm nights. The stage, it will be seen,

has but one exit and the performers are frequently

obliged to enter and depart through the audience,

a Reinhardt device which invariably wins ap-

plause.

As the hamlet where the barn is set is fifteen

miles from a costumer's, necessity has been obliged

to mother most of the required dresses and prop-

erties and the author has carefully noted down all

her make-shifts and preserved them in this book

that they may prove serviceable to other hard-

pressed stage managers.



FOREWORD

If one thought you have born and raised your-

self, is worth, as an American humorist says,

a whole orphan asylum of other people's thoughts,

so is one costume and so is one stage setting. The
children for whom these simple diversions were

written and by whom they have been performed,

have been as much interested in making dresses,

and furniture as in acting their various parts and

have found all three occupations equally helpful

and inspiring.

The plays, pantomimes and tableaux that com-

pose the volume were written for homes, kinder-

gartens, public and private schools, Sunday schools

and Settlements, and though no doubt they would

be improved by more elaborate costumes and a

more spacious stage, they do not absolutely re-

quire them. The author advises that the child-

performers should in every case be made familiar

with the story of the play or pantomime before

they are called upon to produce it, and if this is

faithfully done they will have many interesting

and original suggestions to offer in the way of

stage craft. The dramatic instincts of children

are so strong and their powers of imagination so

vivid that they would be quite happy to perform

any of these plays in the early Elizabethan man-

ner, without any scenery at all, but it is a valuable

exercise in invention and cooperation when they



FOREWORD

are guided into devising a proper setting for their

miniature dramas. " Dressing-up," too, is glori-

ous fun for any child, even if a feather-duster must

simulate an Indian war-bonnet and a pewter dish-

cover the helmet of Joan of Arc.

With the warmest of good wishes for the little

folk who will bring these dramatic entertainments

to life, the author begs leave to subscribe herself,

Nora Archibald Smith.

Quillcote-on-Saco,

Hollis, Maine.

Sept. i, 19 1 7.
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FIVE PLAYS FOR CHILDREN

IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

(A One-Act Play for Children— in five scenes, with

prologue and interlude in verse.)

" Say not thou, what is the cause that the former days

were better than these? for thou dost not inquire wisely

concerning this."

Ecclesiastes vii; 10



CHARACTERS

Father Time.

Hour-glass.

Great-great Uncle Ezra Brewster.

Great-great Aunt Abigail.

Neighbor Durham.
Great-great Niece Priscilla Brewster ( 1

1

to 14 Years).

Great-great Nephew Peregrine Brewster

(10 to 12 Years).

Time of Action

1916— 1716 — 1916



COSTUMES

Father Time : Traditional costume— Full white robe,

caught up to girdle on one side. Bald head with long

straggling white hair at back, white beard, carries scythe

over shoulder.

Hour-Glass, who accompanies Father Time. Two cir-

cular pieces of wood, connected by an upright, may be

covered with light gray cambric tied in the center to

simulate the waist of the hour-glass. The top must
be large enough to admit the head of a small slender

boy, who wears the hour-glass like a jacket. Openings
at the side allow his arms to protrude, his legs, from
the knee downward, appearing below the case. This

must be neatly finished as it is seen reversed when
Hour-glass stands on his head and walks out on his

hands.

Great-Uncle Ezra: Dark knee-breeches with woolen
stockings, buckled shoes, a dark coat with skirts and
large pockets and a white stock. Hair brushed back
and worn rather long in neck. Black Puritan cape

with hat and musket when he leaves scene.

Great-Aunt Abigail: Full plain skirt of some sober

color, gathered into tight-fitting waist which is pointed

back and front. Plain white muslin fichu and mob
cap. Long white apron— Low-heeled slippers— Cos-
tume in last act anything suitable for an elderly lady of

to-day, with a fleecy white shawl over shoulders and a

white knitted head covering of some kind.
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4 IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

Neighbor Durham: Same costume as great uncle

Ezra.— Black Puritan cape and hat and a musket.

Great Niece Priscilla: For first and last scenes any

pretty modern frock suitable for travelling, with a

scarlet felt or velvet hat and scarlet Shaker cloak.

Carries travelling bag. For second scene: dark gray

or brown dress, buttoned behind, very short-waisted,

round-necked and filled in with thin tucker. Long, full

sleeves, long full skirt to ankles, white stockings and

strap slippers, without heels. Hair loose, cut square

across forehead and falling on shoulders, or knotted on

back of head.

Great Nephew Peregrine: For first and last scenes,

any appropriate modern suit with overcoat, cap and

gloves. Carries suit-case. For second scene— figured

calico or chintz of gay pattern. Very short plain waist,

buttoned behind, with tight trousers buttoned on to it,

and reaching half-way to ankle. Long coat-sleeves.

White stockings and ankle-ties. White ruffle three or

four inches deep around a rather low neck without

collar. Short hair.



Prologue To

IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

(Father Time, dressed in traditional costume,

bearing a scythe and attended by Hour-glass, ap-

pears before the curtain.)

Time speaks.

Backward, turn backward, O Time in your flight,

Is a prayer that I frequently hear,

For to be where they are not, all mortals incline

And to dwell in the far, not the near.

We sing of the joys of our forefathers' time,

Of those days that were famed in the land,

Forgetting that birds that can never be caught

Seem fairer than those in the hand.

Yet to pleasure some children, I'll turn me about

And steer my course back to the past;

A century even, I'll venture to fly,

If only my stay do not last

!

I am old, I am feeble, no more can I rise

Ere the sun is beginning to show,

Nor haste to my couch with the duck and the hen

Lest the candle be burning too low.

5



6 IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

The whoop of an " Injun," the howl of a wolf,

Were never attuned to my ear,

And steak from the butcher's is more to my mind

Than the flesh of the bear or the deer.

When fire's extinguished, I care not to run

Half a mile in the dark, for a " coal,"

And it gives me no pleasure, before I can bathe,

To break out the ice in the bowl.

No more can I spin all the evening, nor husk,

Nor shell out the Indian corn;

It gives me a backache to lie upon straw,

And to shovel out paths in the morn!

Still, youth must adventure, whatever betide,

So I grant to my children their way
And, shifting the hour-glass, 1 backward I turn,

And wing me to grandfather's day!

1 Hour-glass here stands on head, but remains at Time's side

until he, walking backward, leaves the stage, left. Hour-glass
then accompanies him still reversed and walking on his hands.

CURTAIN



IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

SCENE I

An old New England kitchen, slightly modern-

ized and used as a living-room for the first scene,

but unchanged in essentials. It is four o'clock, of

an autumn afternoon. There is a large open fire-

place, as wide and deep as possible, 1 with fire-

dogs, crane, pot-hooks and brass kettle, and a fire

burns on the red-brick hearth. The doors of an

old-fashioned brick oven are set in the usual places

at right of fire. The upper door is practicable

and made somewhat larger than common to admit

of children's scrambling through it at proper time.

There is a long mantel-shelf above fire with brass

candlesticks upon it and a piece or two of old

pewter, a musket hangs above shelf, a turkey-wing

hangs from its edge, and an old lantern of pierced

tin. Rag rugs cover floor, and windozus are

small-paned, with short white curtains hanging

across. A dresser stands at right of fire-place

with gaily flowered, or willow pattern, china on

upper shelves, and wooden trenchers, " piggins
"

and pudding sticks below. There are cupboards

1 10 feet wide and 5 feet deep were not unusual dimensions.

7



8 IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS

underneath where cooking utensils, yarn, needles,

etc., are kept. Candle molds hang on wall, a

spinning-wheel (wool) is set where most effective;

a modern broom hangs in broom-holder in corner.

A wooden settle stands against one of the walls

and in front of it a long, unpainted, wooden table

with a dark, simple cover (to be removed for next

scene), a candlestick and candle-tray and a work-

basket. The chairs are straight-backed and bas-

ket-bottomed. A straight-backed rocker, with

splint-seat, stands in front of fire with a low stool,

or " cricket," beside it. There are two practica-

ble doors. 1 Entrance door is thick and heavy,

evidently a door of defense, studded with great

iron nails, hasped with iron and provided with

several heavy iron bolts. An oblong peep-hole is

cut in upper half of door, and the piece of wood
cut out, is hung from it by leather hinge and

fastened by leather tongue below. It must be

high up so that those without cannot see in and

children must stand on stool to reach it. A tall

clock, a narrow gilt-framed mirror with picture

above glass and a sampler will all improve ap-

pearance of room.

Entrance door opens slightly and voices are

heard outside.

1 Second door, opened in next scene, shows a rough wooden
staircase leading to upper room.
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Priscilla.

Softly, Perry! Don't make a noise and we'll

surprise Aunt Abby

!

Peregrine.

{Peeping in door.)

There's nobody here.

Priscilla.

Oh, what a splendid fire! Nobody here!

(Both enter
}
close door, and stand looking about.)

Where can they be? I do believe, Perry, they

never got mother's letter to say we were coming

by the stage.

Perry.

Well, if they didn't, Uncle Ezra has driven all

those miles to Northboro to meet us, and it's too

bad! But where's Aunt Abby?

Priscilla.

(Gaily.)

Gone to a neighbor's, may be. No matter,

we're all right. Oh, isn't the room just like

Grandfather said! Put the bags on the bench,

Perry, and my cloak and hat (hands him all

three). There's nobody to say "Make your-

selves at home, children," so we'll do it, anyway.
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(Crosses to fire and stands warming hands,

while Perry sets down bags and wraps, and takes

of overcoat and cap.)

Perry.

(Joining sister.)

There's the old musket that great-great-uncle

Ezra shot the Indian with, through the peep-hole!

Priscilla.

(Dancing across room, moving stool to peep-

hole and lifting cover in entrance door, Perry

turning to watch her.)

And there's the very hole the musket went

through! (Putting eye to peep-hole.) Come
and look out, Perry. (With lowered voice.)

There might be an Indian coming now, or a cata-

mount!

Perry.

(Scornfully.)

If girls aren't the queerest things! There

might be a white elephant but there isn't. ( Turns

to face fire. ) Look at the jolly brass kettle where

they used to cook the boiled dinners grandfather

talks about.

(Priscilla comes to his side and they take hands

and go together around the room, noticing and
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examining articles. The light begins to grow
somewhat less and the fire to shine brighter.)

Priscilla.

There's the old spinning-wheel, and grand-

father says it was the prettiest sight in the world,

our great grandmother stepping to and fro, spin-

ning the wool into yarn.

Perry.

There are the old candle-molds, and I dare say

Aunt Abby uses them now, for there's candles on
the mantel and on the table.

Priscilla.

Very likely, for grandfather says she loves to

have everything just as they did in the good old

days. I wish she'd come. I don't like to look

upstairs, but she can't be there, or she'd hear us

talking.

(
They drift toward fireplace, and Priscilla sinks

into rocking-chair and Perry to stool by her side.)

Perry.

{Musingly.)

The good old days! I wonder if they were
any better than these we live in now.
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Priscilla.

{Looking into fire, head on hand.)

Oh, they must have been. Grandfather always

says so. Everybody was so good and so religious,

life was so quiet and so simple, the food was bet-

ter than any we ever have now, and the work
wasn't so hard. Grandfather tells about all the

dear old evenings when the whole family sat by

this fireside and spun and knitted and shelled corn

and made wool-cards, while great-grandfather

read from some good book.

Perry.

{Looking around somewhat uneasily, as light

grows dimmer.)

I could relish some of that large family now.

Where on earth can Aunt Abby be? We might

have gone out to look for her, but it's too late

now.

Priscilla.

We might light the candles, I s'pose, but it

doesn't seem very nice in a strange house. Moth-

er's letter has never come, that's certain, but Aunt

Abby must be here soon, for she's left the fire

burning, you see, and the door was unfastened.
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Perry.

{Comforted.)

That's true, and the fire's good enough com-

pany after that cold stage.

{Moves nearer Priscilla and puts his head on

the arm of her chair.)

Priscilla.

{Putting arm around his neck.)

Sleepy, brother?

Perry.

No, just comfy, that's all.

{A moment's quiet ensues, while room grows

dusky. Light centers on fire, figures by hearth

and door of brick oven. Priscilla's head leans

back on rocker, her arm still remaining around

Perry's neck.)

Priscilla.

{Lifting head with start.)

Did you hear anything, Perry?

Perry.

{Head lifted and rubbing eyes.)

No, did you?
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Priscilla.

Listen ! It's a voice like the wind calling, and

it seems to come out of the brick oven!

Perry.

Well, if girls aren't the queerest! I don't hear

a thing.

Priscilla.

( Taking him by shoulder excitedly.)

Listen, Perry, do ! Don't talk, but listen

!

Perry.

{Doubtfully.)

Well— I don't know— I do seem to hear

something like a voice, but what does it say?

Priscilla.

{Eagerly.)

I knew you'd hear it. It does come out of the

oven and I think I make out what it says

:

Come through! Come through!

See what I'll show to you!

{Priscilla imitates voice
,

giving long hoot on

through and you, like owl.) That's what it says,

and it sounds all creepy and blowy, like the wind

on an autumn night.
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Perry.

(Bewildered and looking with some apprehen-

sion toward oven.)

Where are we to come? Who is it talking?

I'm not going anywhere. I like this fire and I

want to see Aunt Abby.

{Voice now comes from without and is audible

to audience.)

Voice.

Come through! Come through!

See what I'll show to you!

Priscilla.

(Springing to her feet and bringing Perry with

her.)

The voice sounds nearer and I'm sure it comes

from the oven. Let's open the door and see,

Perry.

Perry.

(Moving backward, cautiously.)

Oh, no ! Something might jump out and

frighten us

!

Priscilla.

(Indignantly.)

Oh, don't be a " scare cat! " Who's afraid of
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the wind, if (in lowered voice) it is the wind!

I'm going to see where it comes from, anyway.

(Runs to oven door and puts her hand on it.

As she does so, all light goes out except fire.

Opens door and voice is heard louder.)

Voice.

Come through! Come through!

See what I'll show to you!

(Perry comes to her side and stands listening.

Voice says:

Be bold! Be hold!

The New shall be the Old!

Priscilla.

(Decidedly.)

I've always wanted to know about the old, and

I'm going through! I don't know where it is, but

I'm going, and you're coming too, Perry.

(She seizes his hand and pulls him toward

door. She climbs into oven and disappears, fol-

lowed by Perry, who looks back, shivering, from
door and then follows her. Stage left empty,

fire still glowing.)

CURTAIN FALLS



SCENE II

Same scene, but with all modern touches re-

moved. Floor is bare and sanded, if possible.

Modern broom is replaced by one of hemlock

boughs, tied to an oaken staff. Cloth is taken

from table which stands in middle of room.

Sampler, mirror, musket above mantle, and chil-

dren's wraps and bags are gone; musket ready for

use stands in corner. Spinning-wheel is piled with

wool; a small heap of brush and sticks of wood
lies by oven door. Windows are set with panes

of oiled paper and without curtains. Light is

dim, as it is early morning. Dark cloak and hat

hang from peg near door. Fireplace is as before

though no fire is burning, but a tin baker, or

" Dutch oven " now stands on hearth, and other

old-fashioned cooking utensils are hung near by.

One candle burns on table, where Great-aunt Abi-

gail is stirring something in a wooden bowl with

a wooden spoon. Priscilla in her old-fashioned

clothes sits on cricket, wherever light is best. She

holds a thin dark-covered book and is earnestly

studying her Catechism. Her head is bent and

her lips move. Now and then, through early part

i7
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of scene until Peregrine enters, she covers her eyes

with her hand, lays down book and appears to

repeat from memory; now and then she glances

anxiously at door. Enter Ezra Brewster at main

door, dressed according to description. Closes

door, then stamps feet, and beats arms across

chest.

Ezra.

{Glancing at fireplace.)

A cold morning, wife. Hath the lad not come

with the fire?

Abigail.

Not yet, father; I am grieved I let the fire out,

but I was so put about when I came in last night

to find the wanderers here, and so troubled that

naught could I find out about them, that I clean

forgot all else.

Ezra.

{Musingly.)

'Tis a strange happening. Perchance 'tis some

fooling of the people in the village. Senseless

folk to deck the little lad and lass like mummers'

brats and send them here !

Abigail.

Nay, father, 'tis not that. Belike they've

strayed away and lost their wits. Naught can the
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little maid tell me but that they came here through

the brick oven.

Ezra.

{In lowered voice and moving nearer wife.)

God send there be no witchery in it, wife ! Yet
it seems a gentle little maid {glancing at Priscilla)

and she hath her book early in hand.

Abigail.

None too early, father, for, an you'll believe

me, not a word of her catechism doth she know

!

Ezra.

{Holding up hands of horror.)

And this a Christian land! Truly the parson

said on Sunday that even now in this late day the

devil is ever going about seeking whom he may
devour. {Turning to door.) There's a sound
of some one running. 'Twill be the little lad with

the fire.

{He opens door and Peregrine runs in, pant-

ing. He is dressed as previously described, is

pale, with disheveled hair, and holds in his hand
two pieces of thick pine bark with a live coal be-

tween them. He stands just inside door, catching

breath and panting.)
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Abigail.

{Going to his side and taking coal.)

There's a brave lad! {Patting his shoulder.)

{She passes to hearth and lights fire. Priscilla

has risen when her brother entered and stands

looking at him apprehensively, holding book

against breast. She now runs to his side and

throws her arms about him. Ezra crosses to fire-

side and stands warming hands. Abigail takes

mixture in bowl, pours it in kettle over fire, and

begins to stir, leaving children alone by door.)

Priscilla.

{Softly.)

Was it dark, and were you afraid, dear?

Perry.

Oh, so dark and so cold and so far! I ran all

the way back, but the coal burned my fingers

{shaking his hand and blowing on /'/), and what

do you think, Priscilla, I saw a B-E-A-R ! ! — in

among the trees as I ran.

Ezra.

{From fireplace.)

What didst see, lad?
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Perry.

A bear, sir, or anyway it was a big brown furry

thing that waddled among the trees.

Ezra.

Didst never see a bear before, then? Where
hast been all thy life? {Looking at him more

attentively.) What do they call thee, son?

Perry.

Peregrine Brewster, sir.

Ezra.

(Indignantly.)

Peregrine Brewster! What fooling is this?

'Twas my father's and my grandfather's name.

Priscilla.

(Eagerly.)

Indeed it is my brother's name, sir, and it al-

ways has been for years and years! And mine is

Priscilla Brewster.

Ezra.

(Turning to Abigail.)

Now this passes all, wife, that these waifs and

strays should claim my father's and my mother's

names!
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Abigail.

'Twas what they said when I found them here

last night, father, and naught else have they ever

said. I gave them good bowls of hot boneset tea

when I put them to their beds last night, for fear

they had the fever on them.

{Here children, who have been standing near

door, Priscilla with her arm round her brother,

make wry faces of disgust at thought of tea.)

Abigail.

But come, father, 'tis late, and we must break

our fast, for you've far to go to-day. And here's

the good candle burning still, when the blessed

light is shining. (Puts out candle.) Priscilla,

if that's indeed thy name, set up the chairs to the

table. Thy mother must have taught thee that,

for sure.

(Priscilla sets four chairs at table, aided by

Peregrine, and they stand looking eagerly at pot

on fire. Abigail sets on four wooden trenchers,

four wooden spoons, a bowl of milk, lifts pot from

fire and sets it in center of table.)

(Children stare in astonishment.)

Perry.

(In undertone to Priscilla.)

She's setting the pot right on the table

!
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Priscilla.

(Same tone.)

And they do it every day, for there's holes in

the wood that its little hot feet have made. I

saw them, myself. Come, let's sit down.

(Ezra and Abigail are now standing by chairs

at head and foot of table, and children attempt to

slip into their own seats.)

Ezra.

(Raising hand in warning.)

Nay, nay, my lad; nay, nay, my little maid.

Hast never heard that children never sit till they

are bid? But first we must have our grace and

see that ye thank the Lord for all His mercies.

(All stand and say silent grace with clasped hands

and bent heads. At close Ezra waves his hand to

children.) Now sit, but remember that young
folk never speak at table till they are spoken to.

Perry.

(Rebelliously.)

They do at my house.

Ezra.

Belike 'tis an ill-ordered house, but (sternly)

it is not so in mine, young sir, I'd have thee know.
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(Children subside and sit quiet with folded

hands while Abigail fills trencher from pot and

takes it to husband, then fills her own.)

Priscilla.

(Eagerly.)

I'd like some porridge, and so would Perry.

We like porridge. We have it every day.

Abigail.

(Disapprovingly , while Ezra stops eating and

glares in astonishment.)

Tut, tut, little maid, not so fast. Children ask

for nothing at table but wait till it is offered them.

In my day, a child would have been sent away

without a morsel, had he asked for porridge

!

Ezra.

(Half-rising from chair.)

And in mine, too, wife ! And if thou sayst

the word. . . .

Abigail.

Nay, father. Who knows when last they ate?

They are but young and will be the better of a

sup of wholesome stuff. (She fills trenchers for

children, pours on milk from bowl and sets their

meal before them.)
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Perry.

(Mutinously, while sister looks at him in fear.)

I like sugar on mine !

Ezra.

(Letting hands fall on table in despair.)

Who ever heard the like ! Sugar on porridge !

(Tapping his forehead.) There's somewhat

wrong here, wife.

Abigail.

(Rising.)

Never mind, father. Take thy breakfast, for

'tis late already, and I would have thee home

before the dusk has fallen. There's many an

hour when thou'rt gone that I stand at the peep-

hole there (indicating door) and watch to see if

the path be clear. My eyes, they grow so weary

that I seem to see the " Injuns " skulking every-

where (Children exchange looks of horror and

fear) but I keep the poker red-hot in the fire and

'twould serve thee well if I came to thine aid.

Ezra.

(Rising. Children also rise.)

Be not over-anxious, good wife, for the Lord

is mindful of his own. (Abigail hands him hat

and cloak, he takes musket from corner, looks at
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priming, goes to door and before opening it, takes

off hat and says reverently.) The Lord bless

thee and thy labors, wife, this day, and may He
have these children, ill-trained and feeble-witted

as they be, in His especial keeping!

(Priscilla and Perry exchange astonished

glances and Perry puts his hand over his mouth

to suppress giggle. Abigail follows him to door,

and stands watching him, hand shading eyes.

Turns, closing door with long sigh and shake of

head. Children's faces grow serious as they

note real fear and anxiety in her face.)

Abigail.

(Briskly.)

Now wash the trenchers and spoons, Priscilla;

thou'lt find a bowl and cloths in the dresser, while

I set away the porridge and then we can begin to

knit. We've a long day before us, with the

good-man not home to his dinner. I've plenty

of yarn ready and 'tis like thou'lt knit a stocking

for thy brother before the dusk has fallen. Art

quick at thy needle?

Priscilla.

(Carrying bowl, etc., from dresser to table,

and beginning to wash trenchers; Perry sitting on

cricket, and looking into fire.)
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Ye-es —• ma'am — {falteringly) — pretty

quick.

Abigail.

And, Peregrine, if that be thy name, this is no

time to sit idle like the cat, and stare at the fire.

To-morrow will be baking day, and I have need

of all the wood and brush that I can get to heat

the brick oven there. Without, thou wilt find

fuel where the goodman has piled it. Bring in a

plenty, and remember the Good Book saith, ' Be

not weary in well-doing '

!

{Exit Perry, who brings in wood and brush

throughout following scene, dropping it on floor

by oven, and timing his entrances and exits to suit

points of knitting lesson which follows.)

Abigail.

( Taking gray yarn and knitting needles from
dresser and handing another set of materials to

Priscilla.
)

Now take thy seat, child, and see how much
thou canst knit before dinner. We'll have naught

to cook for that, for we've enough cold porridge

left, with a sup of the milk to piece it out. {Long

sigh from Priscilla who comes heavily toward

stool, knitting materials in hand.) How many
stitches dost thou cast on for thy brother's stock-

ings?
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Priscilla.

{Faltering.)

How many stitch— ? I don't know, ma'am—

Abigail.

{Sharply.)

Don't know? Belike thy mother sets thy

knitting up, tho' 'tis ill work to pamper a great

girl like thee. Well, then, how many stitches

does thy mother cast on?

Priscilla.

{Desperately.)

She doesn't cast on any! I don't know how to

knit!

{Perry enters here with armful of wood, lets it

drop with loud crash at this statement, and goes

hurriedly out, followed by Abigail's irate glance.)

Abigail.

{Dumbfounded, after a moment of silence.)

Don't know how to knit! {Raising eyes to

heaven.) May the Lord forgive the heathen

that nurtured this poor maid! {Awful pause.)

Doth thy mother know how to knit?
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Priscilla.

{Beginning to cry.)

No, ma'am, she doesn't! Oh dear, dear me!

(Sobs.)

Abigail.

Then whence came thy stockings?— for stock-

ings thou hadst, of a kind (contemptuously),

when thou earnest hither.

Priscilla.

(Sobbing.)

Mother buys them ready made.

Abigail.

(Slowly.)

Mother buys them ready-made! ! ! (Rises

from chair, puts her hand on Priscilla's forehead,

feels her pulse and says:) Shed no tears, child.

Show me thy tongue! Ah! (triumphantly) a

touch of fever! I've more of the boneset tea,

and 'tis as wholesome cold as hot.

Priscilla.

(Entreatingly.)

Oh no, not that nasty stuff!
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Abigail.

{Going to dresser and returning with bowl.)

Drink it down, 'tis bitter, but 'tis a famous

brew to drive away the fever. {Perry puts head

in door with wood, but retreats on seeing bowl.)

If indeed thou hast never been taught to knit, and

thou {reproachfully) so great a girl! 'twill take

a while to teach thee. 'Tis better that we go

now {rising) to feed and water the creatures in

the barn, for the good man must trust their care

to us to-day. With the lad to help, 'twill be but

a task of an hour or two. The spring's not half

a mile away and Peregrine shall fetch the water

for us. Then, after dinner, I promise thee, child,

another day shall not dawn till this shame of

ignorance be lifted from thy head.

{Exit Abigail followed meekly by Priscilla still

catching her breath and sobbing a little. Perry,

who has just brought in more wood, runs after

them and takes her hand, patting her shoulder

and whispering encouragement.)

CURTAIN



SCENE III

Same as before. Afternoon. Priscilla discov-

ered, sitting disconsolate by fire, catechism in lap.

Basket of corn in the husk stands in corner.

Peregrine enters, bending under heavy wooden

bucket of water, which he sets down by fire.

Perry.

(Softly.)

Where is she, Pris?

Priscilla.

S-s-sh! Upstairs; she's coming down in a min-

ute to teach me how to knit! (Half-sobbing.)

I know I'll never learn.

Perry.

(Rubbing back and legs.)

Vd be glad to learn anything that would keep

me sitting down, but they haven't started me on

the catechism yet, worse luck! This day's been

about a hundred years long, for they hauled me
31
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out o' bed in the middle of the night to run to

the neighbors' for "fire"! Cracky! wouldn't I

like to see a box o' matches again!

Priscilla.

(Rubbing back and arms.)

Anyway, she didn't set you to sweeping the

floor with that old broom made out of hemlock

boughs ! Might as well try to sweep with a dish-

cloth ! And as for hauling you out of bed, I don't

believe I'd call that a bed. I feel as if I'd been

asleep on a wood-pile. I looked to see what my
mattress was made of; and it was husks,— off the

corn,— you know, just husks!!

Perry.

May be (rubbing legs), but how glad I'd be to

feel 'em once more

!

Priscilla.

(Laughing.)

You always were a sleepy-head.

Perry.

I tell you I could put in some good licks of

sleep if I could get into my own bed again! Oh,

Pris! what did possess you to drag me through
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the brick oven? When I first heard that queer

windy voice calling,

" Come through/ Come through/ "

(imitates voice) I began to shiver, and I've shiv-

ered ever since

!

Priscilla.

(Rising and coming to his side.)

Poor brother ! when I lay awake up in the attic

last night and felt the wind blowing through the

cracks and saw a great star shining down on me,

I wondered if it wasn't all a dream like in our

story books, and we should wake up to-day and

find ourselves at home !

Perry.

(With twinkling eyes.)

There's no dream about that everlasting corn-

meal porridge, and nobody could dream as much

water and wood as I've carried in to-day, unless

it was in a nightmare

!

Priscilla.

(With answering laughter.)

Oh, isn't it all strange . . . and different!

(Meditatively, looking into fire.) Aunt Abigail

and Uncle Ezra are the strangest of all and v£t.
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— somehow— do they remind you of any one

you ever knew, Perry?

Perry.

I should just say so! I wondered if you'd

noticed it.

Priscilla.

Grandfather and grandmother?

Perry.

Not a bit like, you know, and yet as like as two

peas! They're both of 'em as good as gold, you

can see that, but I believe they're crazy.

Priscilla.

They certainly think we are. Listen, there she

comes now

!

(Steps are heard descending stairs and Aunt

Abigail enters tying on a clean white apron. She

seems agitated, holds up warning finger as she

enters, and says:)

Aunt Abigail.

Hush! did you hear a horse?

Priscilla and Perry.

No, we didn't hear anything! O— h (as

noise of galloping hoofs is heard) — there it is

now!
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Voice.

(Outside, calling.)

Ezra! Ezra!

(Fright of Aunt Abigail and children.)

Voice.

(Again.)

Ezra! (Clatter of horse's hoofs.) Whoa!
Stand still, there

!

(Door flies open and Neighbor Durham,
dressed as per description, enters breathless.)

Neighbor Durham.

Where is Ezra, good wife? There's an " In-

jun Rising " over to Northboro, and I'm sent to

summon all the men in the Settlement for help.

(Aunt Abigail puts her hand to her heart and

children run to her side.)

Aunt Abigail.

(Faintly.)

Ezra went to the mill hours ago with old Dob-

bin, Neighbor Durham. He can scarce return

before the dusk falls.
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Neighbor Durham.

(Showing disappointment.)

'Tis one man the less and a good man, too

!

( Turning toward door.) But send him to North-

boro when he comes, good wife, and see thou

keep the door barred, meantime, lest harm
(glancing at the children) befall those beneath

thy roof.

(Door closes and noise of galloping hoofs is

heard dying away in distance.)

(Aunt Abigail shoots bolts of door while chil-

dren look at each other in consternation. She

lifts cover of peep-hole and peers out, children

clutching each other's hands.)

Aunt Abigail.

(
Turning.)

There's a rising wind and naught to see save

the waving branches. (Sighing.) We are in the

hands of the Lord and He will guide His own.

But (severely) an anxious heart is no excuse for

idle fingers. Stand not there agape, Priscilla.

The light will scarce serve to teach thee to knit

this afternoon, but thou can'st darn the good
man's stockings by the fire. (Gets basket of

heavy dark woolen stockings from dresser, sits in

rocker, beckons Priscilla to stool and hands her
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darning materials.) Peregrine, thou'lt find a

basket of corn yonder. Bring it here and shell

it, and see that no kernel falls to the floor. One
kernel of corn ere now hath saved a life.

Perry.

{Bringing stool and basket to fire.)

Must have been a mouse's life, then.

Aunt Abigail.

{Looking at Turn disapprovingly.)

Peace, lad. Thy lips are as full of idle talk

as the wood is of trees.

{Perry begins to shell corn by rubbing one ear

against another.)

Priscilla.

{Darning industriously.)

And will the " Injuns " really come, Aunt Abi-

gail?

Aunt Abigail.

{Beginning to darn.)

That will be as the Lord willeth, little maid.

Naught can we do without the good man, save to

bar ourselves in here as we have done. More
than once hath this house been surrounded by the

red skins, and twenty years ago the Peregrine
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Brewster that was living here then, the good man's

father, shot an Indian through the peep-hole in

that very door.

Perry.

(Springs up and examines door. Returns to

seat, looking at Priscilla in a bewildered way.)

Seems to me I've heard that story before,

somewhere.

Aunt Abigail.

It may have been done elsewhere. I know
naught of that. My mother shot and killed an

Indian once when I was but a babe in the cradle.

Children.

(
Together.)

Your mother!

!

( Tableau of listening to story which follows.

Dusk begins to fall and fire to grow brighter.)

Aunt Abigail.

(Dropping work in lap and looking at children.)

It was early one winter's morning and my fa-

ther had gone to fell trees in a clearing he was

making, and because it was far away had taken

a " piece " for his dinner with him. My mother

stood in the doorway with me in her arms, watch-
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ing him out of sight, and as she watched she

tossed me up and down, she used to say. (Mo-

tions of tossing baby.) Scarce had my father

disappeared when she was aware of a dark form

lurking underneath the trees. (Priscilla pulls her

chair nearer Aunt Abigail.) She hurried within,

closed and barred the door, and hardly waiting to

drop me in the cradle, shut and barred the heavy

wooden shutters. There was naught else she

could do, and she waited, breathless. The " In-

jun " came and beat upon the door and called, but

she was silent. He went around and around the

house. She could hear his footsteps in the snow,

but my father had built the cabin well and there

was no place of entrance. Hours passed, or so

she thought, the fire died down, the room was
bitter cold, but she dared not move a finger even

to quiet me who was now weeping and wailing in

my cradle. Suddenly she heard a scraping and

slipping on the roof (Children exchange glances of

fear) , and thought in an instant, " What if he

come down the chimney! " It was a great chim-

ney, I remember it well, and the cabin was low

and had no room above, for my father was a poor

man, and I was not born to such a house as this.

(Looking around proudly.) All the light came

down the chimney, for door and windows were

shuttered, you remember, and suddenly my mother
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saw that the light was darkened, and she heard a

noise as of some one slipping down the chimney's

throat. {Perry glances uneasily at chimney.)

My poor mother's worst fears were coming true,

and she snatched the flint-lock behind the door

and saw that it was loaded. She stood ready and

when the savage dropped to the hearth and turned

to face her she fired straight at him, and he fell

without a sound.

Priscilla.

Wasn't she dreadfully frightened?

Aunt Abigail.

{Taking up her work.)

Not after she shot him. Her only trouble

{composedly) was to know what to do with him

till my father came home.

Perry.

{Eagerly.)

What did she do with him?

Aunt Abigail.

{Cheerfully , as if an every day occurrence.)

She covered him up with the blue and white

knitted coverlet,— it's upstairs now,— and built
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up the fire again. But see how dark it grows

while I tell these tales of long-ago.

(Rises and lights candle, which she sets on

table.)

Perry.

{Glancing around rather fearfully.)

Couldn't we have a little more light?

Aunt Abigail.

More light? A candle would be deemed a

wicked waste in many a household when the fire

is burning bright. I will set on the kettle and stir

up some hot porridge for thy supper. 'Tis best

thou go early to thy beds to-night.

Priscilla and Perry.

(
Together.')

Oh, we're not a bit hungry. We don't need

any porridge, thank you.

Aunt Abigail.

Well, we have had but an idle day, 'tis true

(Priscilla and Perry exchange glances), and we
need the less nourishment.

Priscilla.

Can't we wait up till the good man comes

home?
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Aunt Abigail.

We know naught of when he may come, Pris-

cilla. He may have been met and be even now
on his way to Northboro, or he may—

(Looks fearfully toward window and children

glance there also, with apprehension. Pause.

Children rise and go toward her, hand in hand.)

Aunt Abigail.

Take thy sleep then, children and (she raises

her hand in blessing) the Lord bless thee and

keep thee, the Lord make His face to shine upon

thee, the Lord lift up His countenance upon thee,

and give thee peace

!

(Children stand with bowed heads.)

Perry.

(After a pause.)

Do we take the candle?

Aunt Abigail.

(Severely.)

Take the candle to go to bed? Who ever

heard the like! What are the stars for, Pere-

grine?
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Priscilla.

{Pulling him by the sleeve.)

Come along, Perry! We know the way well

enough.

Aunt Abigail.

Good-night, then.

Priscilla.

{Looking up in Aunt Abigail's face.)

Good-night, and I do hope he comes home
soon!

Perry.

{Confidently.)

There wouldn't any " Injun " hurt him, any-

way. He's too big.

{Opens door and begins to ascend stairway.

Priscilla follows. Aunt Abigail watches, smiling,

till door is closed. She then goes to table, blows

out candle and takes station at peep-hole.)

CURTAIN FALLS



INTERLUDE

(before curtain)

Time, walking backward, enters to appropri-

ate music, attended by Hour-glass, still walking on
his hands. As Time reaches front of stage, a

crashing chord is played and he whisks about to

face audience, Hour-glass turning somersault at

same time and standing on his feet.

Time speaks.

With joy I hear the warning note

That turns me back again,

And sets my face, for weal or woe,

Straight forward among men.
No benefits could e'er be gained,

Believe old Father Time,

From living o'er those bygone days,

So fondly praised in rhyme.

The " bygones," you may well believe,

Would all be here to-day

And all be walking modern paths,

If they could have their way.

44
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tThe man who dug his field by hand,

Would fain have used a team;

The man who plod the dusty road,

Had gladly fared by steam.

These wild, adventurous children here,

Have journeyed to the past,

But well I knew before they went

Their pleasure could not last.

Sigh not, my friends, for customs gone,

Nor ancient ways of men,

The time to live is always " Now "

;

It never can be " Then "

!

( Time bows to audience, Hour-glass gives a

funny little bob, and Time, taking him by the

hand, retires with long swinging step.)



SCENE IV

During the interlude the children have changed

to the modern clothes with which they entered

first scene, and have put on over them long, coarse,

unbleached night-gowns. They are in their stock-

ing feet and Priscilla wears a plain night-cap also.

The fire is banked up, and the stage dark save for

stream of moonlight through the ivindow. Steps

are heard on stairs, stairway door is slowly

opened and Priscilla looks in cautiously and makes

her way on tiptoe to fireplace. She has hardly

reached it when steps are heard again on stairs.

Priscilla starts and crouches back against fireplace,

but is reassured when Perry's head peeps in

around doorway.

Priscilla.

(Whispering.)

Oh, Perry, is that you? I was so frightened!

Perry.

(Entering.)

Who did you think it was, that " Injun " com-

ing down the chimney? (Crosses to fireplace.)

46
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Priscilla.

S-s-s-h! Don't talk so loud, Perry! But it

might have been the " Injun." We've been in

bed long enough for anything to happen. Per-

haps (tragically) he's come and killed everybody

in the house.

Perry.

{Uneasily and glancing around.)

Well, if girls aren't the queerest! First you're

not afraid of anything and then you're scared of

your own shadow. Did you hear those awful

howls in the night?

Priscilla.

Didn't I, just! I hid my head under the bed-

clothes. (Drawing nearer Perry, and lowering

voice.) Do you think they were war-whoops?

Perry.

(Turning and staring moodily into fireplace.)

No, wolves, and I'm afraid they've carried oft

one of those lambs we fed yesterday. There was

a little bleating noise mixed up with the howls.

Priscilla.

{Clapping her hand over her mouth with a sob.)

Oh, Perry! those darling little things! I just
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can't bear it! Oh, how I wish we were back

again where we were yesterday afternoon!

Perry.

{Still moodily.)

Well, you would come, you know, and you

would drag me through the oven. Goodness

knows, / didn't want to try it.

Priscilla.

( Throwing! her arm around his shoulders, ca-

ressingly.)

Well, you know you wouldn't have wanted me
to go alone

!

Perry.

{Encircling her with his arm.)

No, I couldn't do that, of course. . . . {A
moment's silence.) Say, Pris, I've heard what's

been done once can always be done again.

Priscilla.

{Breathlessly.)

You mean— crawl back again into yesterday?

Perry.

{Silently, nods head with great emphasis.)
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Priscilla.

Oh, but where would it take us? We might go

still farther and farther back and be little pap-

pooses in an Indian wigwam.

Perry.

{Laughing softly.)

Oh, no, we couldn't be that; we're not savages,

but we might be the first white babies in the

Plymouth Colony. Come to think of it, there

was a Peregrine there.

Priscilla.

And a Priscilla, too, but one was a baby and

one was grown up. We'd want to be pretty

nearly the same age. . . . (Children still side by

side with arms around each other.) Hark (lift-

ing startled head) , don't you hear something,

Perry? It's the voice again!

Voice.

(From without, like a whistling wind.)

Come through! Come through!

The Old shall be the New!

Priscilla.

(Excitedly.)

Did you hear what it said?
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Perry.

Yes, I did, plain enough, but how can we tell

what it means. We want to get to where it's

just right, for if it's too new, we shan't know any

more how to behave than we do here.

Voice.

(From without, again.)

Come through! Come through!

The Old shall be the New!
(Moonlight fades and room is in darkness save

for shaft of light directed against oven door.)

Priscilla.

(Snatching Perry's hand.)

Come, come, Perry. We've had enough of the

old.

(Children disappear through oven and curtain

falls.)



SCENE V

Scene as first shown, with all modern articles

replaced. Curtain rises and discloses empty

stage. Children appear in a moment through

oven door, pale and dishevelled, and smooth their

hair and set their clothing straight. They have

slipped off their nightgowns and are wearing

dresses of first scene. They look about in a

frightened way, as if uncertain as to their where-

abouts.

Perry.

{Disconsolately.)

Oh, it's the same old place

!

Priscilla.

{Excitedly.)

No, no, NO, Perry! {Running to corner.)

See, there's a good new broom here, instead of

that old hemlock thing!

Perry.

{Glancing at mantel-shelf.)

Oh, I see a box of matches, bless their little

Si
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hearts. Now I shan't have to run for fire in the

dark.

Priscilla.

Oh, and see there's no wool on the spinning

wheel!

Perry.

(Glancing at hearth.)

And no wood on the hearth

!

Priscilla.

And there's rag rugs on the floor instead of

sand! And the old table is covered!

Perry.

(Crossing to door.)

The " Injun " peep-hole is still here. Do you

remember, Pris?

Priscilla.

(Eloquently.)

Do I remember? (Pointing above mantel.)

But the gun is hung up, Perry. They don't use

it now.

Perry.

(
Turning.)

Oh, Pris, goody! goody! goody! (Pointing

to settle.) There's our bags and hats just where

we left them.
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Priscilla.

Well, if they're all right, that settles it. Run,

Perry, and see if Aunt Abby's presents are where

we put them.

{Perry crosses to settle, opens and inspects

bag while Priscilla waits, breathless.)

Perry.

{Raising head.)

They're here all right. Hurrah!

Priscilla.

{Running to his side.)

Hurrah! Hurrah!

(
They embrace with rapture and begin to

dance, singing.)

Oh, the good new days, the good new days,

They're better than the old with their hard, old

ways.

{They have just stopped dancing, flushed and

laughing, and crossed to fire-place, holding hands,

when Aunt Abby enters with shawl and head-

covering as described in first act. Stops in aston-

ishment after closing door.)

Aunt Abby.

Why, children! You here! Where did you

come from?
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Priscilla and Perry.

{Running to embrace her.)

We came in the stage. Didn't you get Moth-
er's letter?

Aunt Abby.

{Returning their hugs and kisses.)

No. Did she write again?

Priscilla.

Yes, to say she had found there was an earlier

train we could get and we'd take the stage to the

lane.

Aunt Abby.

{Shaking head.)

No, I never got it, and Uncle Ezra has gone

to Northboro now to meet the four o'clock. I

thought you wouldn't be here for an hour and

stepped out to a neighbor's. But never mind,

dears, here you are, and how do you like the old

kitchen? Your grandfather used to be so fond

of it. {Shows Indian peep-hole.) Did he ever

tell you about the peep-hole and the Indian your

great-great-uncle Ezra shot out of it one day?

(
Children hang back a little and glance at each

other, remembering great-great-Aunt Abigail

watching there.)
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Children.

Yes (hesitating) , we saw ... I mean, we

know about it.

Aunt Abby.

(Crossing to fire-place, followed by children.)

And see the great fire-place and the brick oven

!

Aren't they splendid?

Perry.

(Rubbing his back.)

It must have taken a lot of wood to fill 'em up.

Aunt Abby.

And oh, what delicious things they cooked over

the open fire

!

Priscilla.

(Feeling cheeks.)

It must have burned their faces awfully when

they made 'em.

Aunt Abby.

(Looking in corner.)

I used to keep a hemlock broom in that corner,

just as grandmother did, but (sighing) I can't

get anybody to make me one, now.
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Priscilla.

(Hesitatingly.)

Well, you know, Aunt Abby, they might have

been pretty, but they must have been awfully hard

to sweep with.

Aunt Abby.

(Turning to look at both children in surprise.)

May be, but I never heard anybody say so be-

fore. Come, let's sit down in front of the fire a

moment (sits dozvn in rocker, taking covering

from head at same time; children sit near), and

then I'll take you upstairs. It's almost time to

light up, anyway. How pretty the old kitchen

must have looked when they used candles, twin-

kling everywhere like little stars.

Priscilla.

Yes, but they didn't twinkle everywhere, for

they only used one at a time, and it was so dark

they couldn't see to read.

Perry.

(Meditatively, gazing into fire.)

But then there wasn't anything to read.

Priscilla.

And you had to go to bed in the dark, because

candles were so expensive.
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Aunt Abby.

(Looking at the children in surprise.)

Why, you funny chicks, how studious you must

have been! You seem to know the ins and outs

of the old days almost as well as I do. . . . (A

moment's silence— looking toward crane and

kettle.) I've often heard grandmother tell about

the delicious hominy and corn-meal porridge they

cooked in that old kettle.

Priscilla.

(Glancing at Perry.)

Yes, but they never had anything else

!

Aunt Abby.

(With reminiscent sigh, and gazing into fire.)

Oh, the good old days, the good old days,

seated here by the blazing fire

!

Priscilla.

(Aside 1

)

With your back as cold as ice.

Aunt Abby.

Hearing no whir of trains nor rattle of wheels

outside.

1 These " asides " must be delivered clearly for benefit of

audience, but not too loud, as Aunt Abby is supposed to be un-

conscious of them.
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Perry.

(Aside 2

)

Nothing but the howl of wolves and the war-

whoop of " Injuns."

Aunt Abby.

Reading the Blessed Book by the soft candle-

light.

Priscilla.

(Aside 1

)

When the candle wasn't sputtering and didn't

need snuffing.

Aunt Abby.

Rising with the dawn to go about your whole-

some labors.

Perry.

(Aside *)

And breaking the ice in the water-pail for your

morning bath.

Aunt Abby.

Sitting down to a plain substantial breakfast.

Priscilla.

(Aside 1
)

Of everlasting corn-meal mush!
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Aunt Abby.

(Sentimentally shaking head.)

Oh, the good old days

!

Children.

(Rising and running to her side.)

No, no, Aunt Abby, the good new days.

(They throw their arms about her.)

Priscilla.

Dear Aunty Abby! The good new days are

good enough for us

!

(Aunt Abby looks first at one, then at the other

in surprise, then smiles, saying, as she draws them

nearer:)

Aunt Abby.

Well, I don't know about the new days, but the

new children are good enough for me

!

(Tableau.)

(Entrance door softly opens and Father Time,

unobserved by the group, appears upon the thresh-

old. He lifts his hands above them in blessing.)

CURTAIN





II

THE QUEST OF THE DOLL

A CHRISTMAS PLAY FOR A SCHOOL OR LARGE COMPANY
OF CHILDREN



CHARACTERS

Gnome King.

Gnome Queen.
Gnome Twins (Ruby, Garnet)

Attendant Gnomes.

Polly.

Peter.

Chorus of Children.



COSTUMES

The smallest children are to be selected for the gnomes

and are to be dressed in tight-fitting, dull-brown cambric

suits, fastening in the back and cut with legs and feet

after the pattern of a child's sleeping-suit. These

should be worn directly over the underwear, so as to

reduce size as much as possible. Close-fitting brown
cambric hoods are pulled over the heads of the attendant

gnomes to hide the hair, and should be cut with capes

to keep them down under the suits. These gnomes are

bent and bowed of shoulder from digging in the mines

for gold and jewels and carrying loads of treasure.

The royal family wear no hoods, the Queen having her

hair arranged in two braids brought over the shoulders

in front and plaited with strings of beads or gold and
silver ribbons. Ruby wears her hair loose, and prop-

erly, a child with long fair hair should be selected for

the part. King and Queen wear crowns of gilt paper,

cut like those of similar monarchs in a pack of cards

and ornamented with make-believe jewels. They also

wear broad girdles of gilt paper, set with jewels and
ending in tassels of beads or gold fringe. King may
carry scepter, if desired, and Queen has jewelled work-
bag hanging from girdle.

Ruby and Garnet wear narrow gilt bands about the head
and girdles of different colored beads, representing pre-

cious stones. Ruby wears necklace also.

The older and larger children of the school may wear
whatever would be suitable for a Christmas party, al-
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though white suits and dresses would be the most ef-

fective contrast for the dull-brown of the gnomes' cloth-

ing. Over these they may throw bright cloaks, hoods,

scarves, caps, mittens and furs for the first Act.
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ACT I

THE FOREST OF THE GNOMES

The stage, all but left center, is filled with fir-trees,

large and small, which are to be set up on the

usual standards, covered with boughs, or may be

suspended from ceiling by wires, if preferred.

An opening through trees is left at right through

which children come from rear of stage. If an

elaborate setting is desired, the trees may be

sprinkled with powdered alum and tufts of cotton

to represent snow. Left center is a pile of simu-

lated boulders of different sizes, large enough to

conceal gnomes who are hidden behind them when

curtain rises. Stumps of trees, (chopping blocks

of different sizes) would do as well, strewn with

salt and alum, if snow is to be used. Floor is to

be covered with cheese-cloth, if snow effect is

desired.

Gnome Queen first comes up, cautiously, from

behind rocks, looks about as if afraid some one

were coming, then seats herself and draws work

6s
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from bag. Is plaiting strands of gold and silver

braid for girdle, or stringing jewels for neck-

lace.

Gnome King next appears with equal by-play of

caution and sits beside Queen. As he sits, opens

hand, disclosing gem, and looking around, as if

for spies, says:

King.

Look you, my Queen! This gem I've cut from

out

Its precious fellows in the royal mine,

Is brighter than the brightest in thy crown.

I'll bid the workmen set it in a brooch

That thou mayst wear on high and holidays.

(Shows gem. Queen drops work and holds up

hands in admiration.}

King.

(hooking about in fear and holding up warning

finger.)

Careful, my love ! lest any hear us speak,

Or spy the precious gem within my hand.

Well dost thou know how mortals prize the gold

And jewels that we find below the ground.

Their Christmas season now is drawing near

And soon they'll seek our forest for their trees.
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Queen.

{Interrupting him eagerly.)

Well I remember Christmas of last year!

When all was dark and silent, thou didst go

Forth to the village to discover there

The reason why they rob us of our trees.

King.

And found it out, indeed ! A pretty sight

The happy children round the lighted tree

!

And dost recall, dear Queen, the toy I saw,

The mimic thing that mortals call a doll,

—

With feet and hands, with smile and rosy mouth,

Complete in all save only breath of life?

{During these last six lines Garnet and Ruby,

the gnome twins, emerge from ground and creep

up, arms interlaced, to hear of doll, cautioning

each other meantime with raised fingers to make
no noise.)

Queen.

{Shaking her head sadly.)

I mind it well. Was never such a toy

Seen among all the treasures of the gnomes!

'Twould please our twins, I know, a thousand

times

More than their crystal balls and tops of gold.
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Twins.

{Who have crept up, unobserved, cry out.)

Oh, mother, father, let us see the toy

!

Only to see it would be worth a crown

!

Garnet.

{In voice of wonder.)

Feet did it have, and could it walk on them?

Lips did it have, and could it speak and sing?

King.

Did I not tell thee, son, it did not live?

Motion nor breath it had no more than stone.

And yet {thoughtfully) it was indeed a dainty

thing,

With hair like melted gold and skin of pearl.

Ruby.

{Putting finger in mouth and making face as

if about to cry.)

I want the toy ! I know not what it is,

But village children have it and not I.

Garnet.

{Flinging out arms in proud gesture.)

And we are princes born and this our land!

Yet mortal folk with neither gems nor gold
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Can own this treasure that they call a doll,

My Ruby pines— she cares not for her toys,

She says she hates the cold and shining stones.

{At this, King strikes hands together in amaze-

ment, while Ruby begins to cry in earnest and

hides head in mother's arms.)

Queen.

{Soothing child.)

Weep not, my child; 'tis but a trifling thing.

I'll give thee finger-rings and silver combs,

A girdle, solid-set with precious stones

And golden bells to wear upon thy shoon.

Ruby.

{Raising head and crying.)

I want no girdles, finger-rings, nor combs,

My room is piled with jewels mountain-high—
Take all of them away. I shall not care

So only I can have this wondrous doll

!

King.

Peace, Ruby! Garnet, do not strive to speak 1

I grieve I ever told you of the toy.

'Tis only naughty gnomes that fret and cry

For playthings that the mortal children own.

{Momentary silence while clank of shovels and

sound of feet are heard in distance.)
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Queen.

{In frightened voice, drawing the twins toward

her.)

What sound is that is heard among the trees?

What clink and clank, what tread of heavy feet?

King.

{After pause while listening, with hand to ear.

All listen in same attitude.)

'Tis but our trusty subjects coming here,

With treasure that they've mined below the

ground.

Ruby, be still, and, Garnet, stand erect,

Ready to greet thy miners like a prinec.

( Train of gnomes emerges from trees, each one

carrying a bag and a shovel over his shoulder and

bowed by their weight. King and prince salute

as train passes them dropping bags at their feet.

Ruby and Queen look on with pleasure. Gnomes

sing following song while they cross stage and

return. In chorus they form into pairs and strike

shovels together at words " Clink-clank," etc.)

SONG OF THE GNOMES

{To the Tinker's Song from "Robin Hood.")

Oh, merry, merry, merry, merry, miner-boys are

we,

All in the dusky gnome-land
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We dig, dig, dig, as busy as a bee,

For we work for the good old home-land.

And if you chance to question why
We've shovels on our shoulders,

We answer while we're dancing by,

They're handy when we're working on the

boulders—
So we dig, dig, dig,

Not a fig, fig, fig,

Do we care though the mine be darkling,

For the diamond's flitter

And the red gold's glitter

They will set all the dusk to sparkling!

CHORUS

Clink-clank, clink-clank, clink-a-link-a-link-clank,

Hear our shovels ring!

With a day's work done

We frolic in the sun,

As happy and gay as a king!

{Repeat chorus softly.)

Oh, merry, merry, merry, merry, miner-boys are

we,

Rich are our bags of treasure,

And light, light, light, we feel the load to be,

For to bear them is our pleasure.
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And if you chance to question why
Our life is spent in working,

We answer, gnomes must do or die,

They never find it jolly when they're shirking!

So we dig, dig, dig,

Not a fig, fig, fig,

Do we care though the mine be darkling,

For the diamond's flitter

And the red gold's glitter

They will set all the dusk to sparkling!

CHORUS

Clink-clank, clink-clank, clink-a-link-a-link-clank,

Hear our shovels ring!

With a day's work done

We frolic in the sun,

As happy and gay as a king!

{Repeat chorus softly.)

{At close of song gnomes form in line and pass

King and Prince, picking up bags and saluting as

they leave stage. While the last one is disappear-

ing another song is heard in distance and a com-

pany of children, headed by Peter and Polly,

drawing a little cart, is seen approaching. King

and Queen gnome and Ruby hurry to hole. Gar-

net hides behind tree and watches, unobserved.)
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THE CHRISTMAS TREE

(Air: " When Johnnie Comes Marching

Home")

O'er hill and o'er hollow we gaily seek

Our tree, our tree.

No weather too frosty, no journey too bleak

Can be, can be

!

The tree that we seek is the woodland pride,

And we'll all gather under its branches wide,

For of all glad days the gladdest is Christmas

day,

For of all glad days the gladdest is Christmas

day!

Come, folk of the forest, and hear our song,

And all agree,

'Tis better than living a lifetime long,

To be our tree.

In all of our revels the tree shall be king,

And still in its praises our chorus shall ring,

For of all glad days the gladdest is Christmas

day,

For of all glad days the gladdest is Christmas

day!

(Children sing song, repeating as necessary, or

humming air while going about stage to examine
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trees. Garnet hides as best he can, peeping out

behind tree-trunks when unobserved.)

Polly.

(Exclaiming in delight.)

Here is the finest tree in all the wood!

I never saw a better, straighter one—
If we can cut it down and take it home

The proudest children in the world we'll be

!

(Children hurry to her side.)

Peter.

(Taking hatchet from cart.)

My hatchet here is strong as any tree,

And my strong arm knows how to use it well.

Stand back and let not any flying chip

Put out the eyes that look for Christmas toys.

(Peter cuts down tree and, aided by boys, piles

it on cart.)

Polly.

(Watching work)—
The tree is just the best we ever had,

So fragrant and so tall, so shining-green;

We must not cut the smallest of its boughs;

So gather more for pictures and for walls.
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Peter.

Come, boys, come, girls and gather each a bough;

Choose all the low ones, so the kindly trees

Stand not all naked in the winter wind,

So much we owe them for their Christmas cheer.

{Peter and Polly lead the children to rear of

stage and while they are gathering boughs, Garnet

creeps from behind tree and climbs into cart.)

Garnet.

[In low and cautious voice.)

I fear these children with their ruddy cheeks,

Their voices loud, and heavy tramping feet.

I fear the journey to their distant home,

And yet my Ruby pines and wants the doll.

Come what come may, I'll go and seek the prize

And bring it back whatever shall befall

!

{Covers himself with boughs and lies quiet in

cart. Children come back with greens which they

pile on top of him and leave stage, pulling the cart

and singing their song. As soon as they have

gone attendant gnomes appear from as many

points as possible, behind trees and stones, running

from wings, etc., and beckoning each other, group

in center of stage where they sing following song.

Gnomes should be bent of shoulder and run with

exaggerated stealthy step.)
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SONG OF THE GNOMES

(Air: " Maryland, My Maryland ")

I

Though the way be long and dark,

We will never leave him,

Though our service bring us ill,

We will ne'er deceive him.

Wheresoe'er his feet may stray,

Evening red or morning gray,

Though the way be long and dark,

We will never leave him.

II

Bent and crooked though we be,

We are ever ready.

Though we are but weak and wee,

All our hearts are steady.

Garnet still shall be our care,

All for him we gladly dare,

Bent and crooked though we be,

We are ever ready.

(At close of song, gnomes form in procession

and leave stage marching in direction children

have gone, with feet lifted high, stealthy step, eyes

glancing fearfully from side to side, to music of
" Pizzicato Polka," or ballet music from
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"Lakme," or other sharp, staccato melody.

When they have disappeared, music goes on for a

few bars and finally Rnby appears, peeping out

from hole, glances this way and that, as if in

fright, and then runs after gnomes. She runs so

quickly that she trips and falls in a heap, but jumps

up and follows them off stage.)

CURTAIN FALLS.



ACT II

THE CHRISTMAS TREE

When curtain rises, the Christinas tree, gaily

trimmed and covered with gifts, is shown. The
decorating should be done beforehand, and the

tree wheeled in from wings during intermission,

or kept at extreme rear of stage where it will be

hidden by forest in first act. At its foot, partially

covered by boughs, lies Garnet asleep. A large

box painted green, or covered with green cambric,

stands under tree also, and here Ruby is con-

cealed, lifting lid with her head, like Jack-in-the-

Box, when she finally comes out.

Some few pieces of furniture must be on stage

behind which attendant gnomes can lie concealed.

Long curtains would be serviceable, a couch with

drapery, a large arm-chair and a fur rug. If

there is a practicable window, let some enter in

that way.

Children, headed by Peter and Polly, enter

singing Christmas song. Prelude until proper

distance from audience is reached.

78
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THE TREE OF THE FOREST

{Air: "Bonnie Dundee")

I

'Tis the night before Christmas, the night that is

best,

When hearts all are happy, when hearts all are

blest;

When laden with fruitage, delighted we see

The tree of the forest, the wonderful tree.

CHORUS

Come join in our song, come waft it along!

For carols and praises to Christmas belong.

There's naught in the wide world so lovely can be

As the tree of the forest, the wonderful tree

!

II

All radiant with color, all brilliant with light,

The pride of the woodland is shining to-night.

'Tis love that has decked it, and love that it shows,

A love that is sweet as the heart of the rose.

CHORUS

Come join in our song, etc.

in

Come sing for old Christmas and sing with a will,

Let praises ring out over valley and hill.
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The joy of the season, the crown of the year,

We welcome you, Christmas, and bid you good
cheer.

CHORUS

Come join in our song, etc.

{While singing last verse, or while air is re-

peated on piano, children divide, leaving half of

company on right of stage and half on left, thus

freeing center for action. As most of the chil-

dren have no speaking parts save in concert, they

must try to express their sentiments in this act by

lively pantomime. Chord is struck and Polly

steps forward from left, addressing school.)

Polly.

Since of your pleasure, I am bidden here

To play the part of Santa Claus to-night,

I give you welcome (addresses audience here),

and to all our friends

Who've come to help us keep our Christmas feast

!

Joyfulest season in the whole round year,

So shall we keep it with a joyful heart.

(Turning to tree.)

But since we've chosen such a lofty tree,

Its fruit is far too lofty for my hand.

What sturdy lad will come and help me here

And cut the precious burdens from the bough?
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Peter.

(Stepping forward from right side. Boastfully.)

Though never yet I've climbed a Christmas tree

I'm tall and strong enough to dare the feat.

I'll venture up among those dusky boughs

And bring a hoard of Christmas treasure down.

(Peter and Polly move toward tree and are

just touching boughs when Garnet creeps out and
stands in center of stage blinking sleepily and rub-

bing eyes. Pantomime of surprise among chil-

dren. Various attitudes of wonder and some of

fright
f
clinging to one another's skirts.)

Polly.

(Starting back.)

What is this tiny thing was hidden here?

Peter.

(With frowning face.)

And for what purpose does he spy and hide?

Children.

( Together.)

The funny little, pretty little thing

!

See how it winks and blinks its sleepy eyes

!
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Peter.

(Starting forward, threateningly.)

I know not what it is, but well I know
I'll teach it not to spoil our Christmas fun!

(Garnet shrinks in terror.)

Polly.

Stop, Peter ! See the creature shrinks in fear—
Don't hurt it; 'tis too small to do us harm.

I've seen its likeness in my fairy-books,

I wonder if it may not be a gnome

!

Children.

(Moving forward and wagging fingers.)

A gnome, a gnome, a pretty little gnome

!

Let's catch and tame and keep him for our own!

Garnet.

(Now fully awake. Stands erect and waves

hand proudly.)

Garnet's my name. I'm prince of all the gnomes,

And not a toy to please a childish whim

!

Children.

(Drawing back and speaking to each other.)

He says he is a prince, the little gnome

!

We'll catch and tame and keep him for our own.
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{At this juncture attendant gnomes rush out

from as many quarters as possible, and pushing

their way through crowd of children, and thrust-

ing Peter and Polly aside, surround Garnet. As
they come, they call " Hi! Hi! Hi! " and

beckon each other on.)

Gnomes.

This is our prince ! See that ye hurt him not,

For we'll protect his person till we die

!

We followed him through all the dusky wood
And hither came to guard him in his quest.

Garnet.

{With princely gesture.)

Welcome, good gnomes ! Ye know your duty

well,

Let me but tell these mortals why I came

And—
[Breaks off suddenly and stands in amazement

as he sees Ruby emerge from box at foot of tree.)

Ruby.

{Running to his side. Gnomes draw back and

stand in group, watching.)

I'll tell them ! I will say 'twas not thy fault.

They shall not hurt my twin, nor make him cry

!
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(Throws arms around him.)

'Twas only that I was a naughty girl

And fretted for a toy upon your tree.

Children.

(Turning to each other in amazement.)

They're twins,— the gnomes, the pretty little

gnomes

!

Now who would think of twins among the gnomes !

Polly.

(To Garnet in voice of wonder.)

You ventured here from out the distant mine

And braved a thousand terrors for your twin?

Garnet.

(Drawing himself up.)

I am a prince and big and brave and strong;

What should I care for toys, who wear a crown?

But Ruby is a girl and wants the thing

With eyes and hair and feet and little hands,

—

The thing you village children call a doll.

Children.

(Speaking to one another.)

Did ever mouse or mortal hear the like!

The little gnome-land princess wants a doll I
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Peter.

{Approaching Garnet.)

Princeling and gnome you may be, but you're

brave!

Shake hands! Forgive me! and be sure your

twin

Who took your part and hastened to your side

Shall have the finest doll was ever seen.

Polly.

/ have a doll at home with golden hair,

(Ruby turns to her with exclamation of delight.)

With eyes of blue and cheek as red as rose

!

Another Girl.

And / a doll with braids of raven black!

(Ruby clasps hands in ecstasy.)

Another Girl.

And I a soldier-doll, with sword and gun!

Peter.

Don't tease her with your talk of dolls at home,

But give her one that she may play with now.

Polly.

The very finest dollie on the tree

Is none too good for Princess Ruby there

!
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Children.

{Nodding heads.)

So say we too, the very best of all

!

Garnet.

I thank you, children, for your kindly thought.

Attention, gnomes! Salute the company!

{Gnomes stand at attention and salute. Polly

meanwhile goes to tree, takes large doll from
branches and gives it to Ruby. Ruby holds it in

ecstasy ; Garnet puts his arm around her and looks

down at doll. Gnomes lean forward peeping at

treasure. Children also lean forward and look

on. Ruby begins to sing, rocking doll in arms.)

DOLL LULLABY

{Air: "Die Lorelei")

Rest here in the cradle, my treasure,

Thine eyelids gently close;

To sing thee to sleep is my pleasure,

To watch o'er thy happy repose.

Far down in the dusk of the gnome-land,

We soon shall make our way,

And there, in the peace of the home-land,

Forget the light of day.

{At close of verse, Garnet and attendant

gnomes, rocking imaginary dolls take up melody
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and repeat it with Ruby. They continue rocking

while Ruby sings second verse.)

Thy gown shall be silken and shining,

Thy shoes of silver bright,

From morn to the day's declining,

Thou'lt be my heart's delight.

I'll couch thee in diamond bowers,

By crystal streams that flow;

I'll deck thee with emerald flowers,

On golden trees that grow.

{Here entire company takes up melody and re-

peats verse with twins, imitating motions. At
close Garnet turns to children.)

Garnet.

A thousand thanks ! Was never such a doll.

I'll have a happy sister from this day.

Gnomes.

A thousand thanks. 'Tis worth a bag of gold

To see our Princess Ruby with the toy.

(Garnet turns to Ruby and puts his arm around

her, at the same time waving his hand to gnomes

to draw nearer. They form a ring about twins,

with hands on each other's shoulders, and to fol-

lowing music, begin a noiseless dance. Use either

" The Gnomes" (Reinhold) or "Music for the
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Child World" (Hofer). Remember bent shoul-

ders and feet lifted high. On repetition of strain,

twins dance also, entire company swaying with

music and clapping or snapping fingers. Peter

and Polly take triangle and tambourine from tree

and accompany music.

{At close of dance, chord is struck. Garnet

turns to gnomes, and with terms of military drill-

forms them into line. Then orders, " Attention,

march! Forward, march! " etc. Gnomes troop

away, turning to salute at door.)

Garnet.

Farewell, dear children, deep within his heart,

Shall Garnet hold the treasure of this night.

Ruby.

Farewell, dear children, happy shall I be

Down in my dusky palace with the doll

!

Polly.

Farewell, Sweet Ruby; Garnet, fare thee well!

Peter.

We'll look for you when comes another year;

Let Christmas ever find you with us here.
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Children.

{Waving hands.)

Farewell, dear twins, a thousand times farewell.

(
Twins leave stage, carrying doll in " Queen's

Chair," stopping to wave hands, as they disap-

pear.

(Chord on piano and children break into song

sung at beginning of Act II—" 'Tis the night be-

fore Christmas, the night that is blest," etc. Cur-

tain falls as last chorus is sung softly for second

time.)

Note: The music mentioned in this play may be obtained of

Chas. H. Ditson & Co., 8 East 34th Street, New York City, at

the following prices: "Tinker's Song" from "Robin Hood"

—

10 cents; "Bonnie Dundee"— 40 cents; "When Johnnie Comes
Marching Home"— 40 cents; "Pizzicato Polka"— 50 cents;

Ballet Music from " Lakme "— 75 cents; "The Gnomes" (Rein-

hold) — 20 cents; "Music for the Child World" (Hofer) —
$1.25; "Maryland, My Maryland" and "Die Lorelei" both in

book entitled " Home Songs "—50 cents. (Postage is extra on

all these.)
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THE WONDERFUL TEA-KETTLE

(A little Play in three little Acts.

Adapted from a Japanese folk-tale.)

Act I. The Priest and the Kettle.

Act II. The Tinker and the Kettle.

Act III. The Kettle and the Show.



CHARACTERS

An Old Priest.

Three Novices, or Student Priests.

A Tinker.

The Tea-Kettle
The Badger
Spectators at the Show— (Any number de-

sired and both sexes, including children.)



COSTUMES

Old Priest: Dark Japanese robe with white under-

robe, Folds of white about neck. Stockings of white

sheeting, made mitten style, with compartment for great

toe. Straw sandals. Bald head with a few tufts of

black hair at back. Spectacles. Carries Japanese um-
brella over head when he comes in from shopping.

Three Novices: White kimonos, under-robes and

stockings. Straw sandals.

The Tinker: First costume. Short dark-blue cotton

trousers, loose sleeveless coat of striped cotton, fastened

in front, with V shaped neck and rather short bell

sleeves, showing brown arms. Trousers come a little

below knee and show bare brown legs with straw

sandals. Black skull cap, fitting close to head at back

and having a separate standing-piece (or erect visor)

fastened to front, three inches high in the middle, taper-

ing to one and one-half inches at sides, where it ends.

Carries tins and has others fastened to back.

Second costume. Red and white striped cotton

trousers, full at waist and knees, tight fitting at ankles.

Short black kimono with large white spots, tucked into

band of trousers. No sandals, but black stockings cut

mitten shape. Head bound up in red handkerchief

(Turkey red cotton) with white spots, knotted under

chin, with long ends floating.

The Badger: This character is a combination of badger

and tea-kettle, wearing the latter like a shell, or suit
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of armor and showing the head, tail, legs and paws of

a badger. Any dark-gray material of furry texture,

as plush, velvet, duvetyne or fur-cloth can be used for

the badger's dress, which is cut with legs and arms
attached, like a child's sleeping-suit, is tight-fitting and
fastens in the back. The part covering hands must be

cut mitten-shape to allow for grasping objects. His
head is white with a black stripe on each side of his

long pointed muzzle, (See pictures of Indian badger in

Encyclopaedia) and must be cut separately and sewed
to suit, spaces for eyes being provided. Muzzle must
be shaped of pasteboard, or fiber-board, covered with
the fur-cloth and fastened to head, the end being left

open to allow for breathing. The bushy tail, which
hangs below kettle, is cut separately and sewed to suit.

Badger wears lid of kettle like a hat throughout play.

Tea-Kettle: The kettle in the folk-tale was of brass,

but this modern one may be made of any materials at

hand.

a. A large Japanese lantern, of a size to slip over a

child's head may be used as a foundation, a pasteboard

lid made to fit it, and a pasteboard spout added, with

a reed handle heavy enough to lift it by when empty.

All may be covered with brown cambric and lettered

here and there in gold with Japanese characters.

b. The kettle may be shaped of the reeds used in

basket-making, if preferred, and suitably covered and
painted. No doubt it could be made of tin also, if a

tinsmith would undertake the task and for an ambitious

entertainment, it could be fashioned in papier mache.

The kettle is open at bottom, the child's legs slipping

through it, and is provided with holes through which
his arms can be thrust, the flaps being left on to cover

holes when kettle is shown empty. It must have shoul-

der-straps of wire which fall into place and are not
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seen when performer crawls up into it. The lid must
be made with a collar deep enough to fit securely on the

child's head, as he wears it throughout performance.

Spectators at the Show: Here all colors and varie-

ties of Japanese costume may be seen and the ingenuity

of each spectator taxed to invent his own. Men and
women, boys and girls, " three little maids from school,"

women carrying babies on their backs, or leading them
by the hand, workmen with their tools, a fisherman

with his creel, musicians, bands of children, with kites

or tops,— any or all of these may stop to see the per-

formance, and may be garbed according to the sugges-

tions to be found in any book of Japanese pictures.

Costumes for the " Mikado " would be a safe guide.

Consult these also for manner of dressing hair and
tying sashes. Japanese wigs can easily be procured
from a costumer's, or made from a short-haired, black

fur rug. Some or all of spectators must be provided

with imitation coins for the collection to be taken up
later.





ACT I

THE PRIEST AND THE KETTLE

Scene : Priest's room in Temple.

Japanese interior of great simplicity. Plain

walls, if possible. Two or three decorated Japa-

nese screens placed to further the action of the

play; one, or at most two kakemonos or wall-

pictures hanging in appropriate places, large vase

standing on floor in front of one of screens, hold-

ing one large-stemmed flower and leaves, either

an iris or a chrysanthemum. These may he arti-

ficial, of course. On floor behind one of the

screens is a large Japanese bowl (brass or cop-

per), which holds lumps of coal wrapped in red

tinsel to look as if they were burning. Straw
mats on floor. Right front on mat a low Japa-

nese table (the height of a stool) holding a large

Japanese book. If none is to be had, fold soft

light-brown paper to a suitable size, cut and stitch

at back and splash cover here and there with

Japanese letters. Practicable door, left back.

Center back a low box or table set a few feet from
97
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wall and covered with Japanese material, prefer-

ably brocade or embroidered satin. In the center

of box a circle the size of the bottom of the kettle

is cut out, and an opening made through to the

back to allow the performer to slip out in that

way when he has put on the kettle. Box should

be high enough from floor to allow the child who
personates the kettle to crouch underneath it, and

to be hidden from audience when curtain rises.

Curtain rises and discloses vacant stage. The
old priest shortly enters, carrying the kettle, which

is empty, of course, and has lid in place. He car-

ries Japanese umbrella, which he leaves at door

where he slips of straw sandals and comes front

in stocking feet. Holds up kettle in admiration.

Old Priest.

What a bargain! A fine shape and a most

artistic kettle. ( Turns kettle about as he speaks. )

Big enough, too, for all the priests in the temple

if I should desire to invite them to a ceremonial

tea service. .The man in the second-hand shop

must have needed room, or he never would have

disposed of such an article at such a price. Let

us see! {Looking about room.) Where shall

I put it? On that box it would show to advan-

tage. (Sets it on hole prepared for it, then goes

to mat behind table and sits down cross-legged.
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With head on one side, rubs hands and admires

kettle.) You're a regular beauty, that's what

you are, my kettle, and how astonished my friends

will be to see you when they come to tea. {Gives

sigh of weariness.) I am tired trotting in the

sun and carrying such a weight. Perhaps a few

words from the writings of the wise would restore

me.

{Begins to read, opening hook at hack and
reading forward in Japanese style. Shows signs

of fatigue and drowsiness as he reads. Lays

down hook, begins to nod, and finally falls over

on mat, sound asleep. After a few minutes,

wherein his heavy breathing is heard, the lid of

the kettle begins to clatter, moved by child who
is crawling up into place. Attention of audience

being attracted, the badger's head emerges a mo-
ment, topped by the lid like a hat, looks about

and pops down again. After two or three move-

ments of this kind, badger stands erect, the kettle

slipping into place around him and held by wires

over shoulders. Still keeping his position, he

looks about room cautiously and pushes his fore

feet out through places provided in sides of kettle.

Listens for priest's breathing. Climbs out of box,

or slips out through opening in back as may be

most convenient, stretches himself, pulls tail out

and smooths it, settles lid on his head, adjusts
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handle of kettle, and capers with joy at his free-

dom. Draws near priest cautiously, on tiptoe.

Bends over him and still hearing heavy breathing,

nods head as if satisfied. He then begins any

pranks that he can execute, chasing his tail, run-

ning up and down on four feet, jumping off and

on his box, etc. \Performance must be simple,

so as not to impair effect of show later.~\ When
he has jumped on and of the box several times,

door opens slightly, and head of novice is seen

peeping in. He shows astonishment and turns to

beckon another novice.)

First Novice.

Come, come quickly! Here's a wonderful

thing. The tea-kettle our master brought has

turned into a badger

!

Second Novice.

(Head appearing over First Novice's shoulder.)

What! The tea-kettle turned into a badger?

What nonsense! Let me see. (Pushes First

Novice aside, enters room and moves screen to

see better. Screams and runs back, crying:)

It's a goblin! It's coming for us! Quick!

Let's run away!

(Tea-kettle, meanwhile, seems not to hear con-

versation and continues pranks.)
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Third Novice.

'{Appearing at door near the other two, who

are shivering with fright.)

What's the matter with you fellows? Haven't

you any courage at all? Let's see your goblin.

{Peeping around screen.) Why, this is a won-

der, to be sure. How the creature does jump

!

I will rouse the master and let him see, too

!

First and Second Novices.

{Together.)

Oh, brother ! Do not be so daring ! It surely

is a goblin.

Third Novice.

{Reproachfully.)

And if it were, should a priest fear a goblin?

{Enters room cautiously, keeping as far from

kettle as possible, and kneels before priest, bowing

head and placing hands, palms down, on floor.

First and Second Novices, just inside door, assume

same attitude. Tea-kettle notices their entrance

and stands still a moment, finally retreating slowly

toward box.)

Third Novice.

Honorable Master! Honorably wake, your

humble servants beg!

{Old Priest stirs uneasily, but does not move.)
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All Three Novices.

Honorable master ! Honorably wake ! Strange

things are happening here !

Old Priest.

(Sitting up and rubbing eyes drowsily.)

Why, what's the matter? What noisy fellows

you are! Why are you not at your books?

Third Novice.

(Still on knees, but raising head.)

Who would not be noisy when such strange

things are going on! Only look, honorable mas-

ter, your tea-kettle has got feet and is running

about.

(Badger has slipped into box through opening

at back during last speeches and crouched down
out of sight, letting kettle rest on place prepared

for it, allowing lid to fall in position as he sinks

down.)

Old Priest.

What! What! What! What's that you

say? The kettle's got feet ! What's this! Let

me see ! (Priest rises, followed by novices,

who draw nearer him, but still stand at a respect-

ful distance. Looking everywhere about room.)

Why, what foolish lads you are ! There stands
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the kettle (pointing toward box) where I put it.

No, no (shaking head), I once heard of a rolling

pin that grew a pair of wings and flew away, but

never in my life did I hear of a tea-kettle walking

about on its own feet— (Novices hang heads as

if ashamed.) Foolish lads! (Shaking finger at

them.) Keep your eyes on your books and you

will not see these wonders.

(Novices retreat toward doorway backward,

bowing to priest repeatedly, and go out, closing

door.)

Old Priest.

(Sighing.)

Good lads enough, but their thoughts are never

on their work. What an idle tale was this to tell

me of a kettle running about on its own feet

!

Ah, boys were different in my day— (Moves
toward table and takes up book.) Shall I read

again in the words of the wise? No, I fear my
mind is too disturbed. I will calm it with a sup

of tea and my new kettle shall boil the water.

Let me fetch a few live coals to start a fire.

(Disappears behind screen to get coals, remain-

ing out of sight long enough for child to crawl up

into kettle and stand erect in place. Returning

with pan of coals.) Now for the fragrant tea,

the soother of care, the restorer of tranquillity,
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the precious gift of the gods (looking toward

heaven) whose humble servant I am privileged to

be.

(Approaches kettle and starts back in dismay

at sight of badger's head emerging from it.)

Badger.

(Petulantly.)

Go away, old man ! Go away ! You'll burn

me!
Old Priest.

What sight is this ! A goblin— a goblin

!

(Running toward door.) Help, help, my chil-

dren !

(Give time here for child to slip entirely out

of kettle and down into box.)

Three Novices.

(Entering and surrounding Priest.)

Where do you honorably suffer, honorable

Master?

Old Priest.

(Returning with them toward center of stage

and clutching them in fear.)

The kettle,— (gasping) the kettle— my chil-

dren— (Novices look toward kettle in fear) it

came alive

!
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{Holds heart as if faint and leans on one of the

novices.)

Third Novice.

Came alive, did it? We'll see if it's alive or

not. {Rushes from room, and returns with

stick and begins to beat kettle.) There! and

there! and there! {Lets blows fall on box, of

course.) How does that feel,— goblin or kettle,

or whatever you are !

Old Priest.

{Starting forward.)

Softly, my child. Mayhap I was mistaken.

These old eyes of mine see not so plain as once

they did. 'Tis a fine kettle and I would not have

it injured. Put up thy stick.

Third Novice.

{Coming forward with a low bow.)

As you will, oh, honorable master, but the

sacred temple is no longer safe with such a kettle

in it.

{First and Second Novices nod in agreement.)

Old Priest.

In truth 'tis so. I will dispose of it.

{A knock is heard at door and all start nerv-

ously.)
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Old Priest.

(Solemnly.)

Enter, whosoever thou art and whatever thy

needs.

(Enter Tinker, who kneels in doorway, in pos-

ture before described.)

Tinker.

My salutations, honorable master. Has the

honorable temple need of my services, for any of

its honorable vessels?

Old Priest.

(Slowly.)

I know of nothing— Stay a moment

!

(Turns to consult with novices, all four forming

a whispering group, Tinker retaining position.)

Old Priest.

(
Turning and speaking to Tinker, who raises

head.)

Nothing about the temple is in need of repairs,

my good fellow, but the day is warm and thou

hast traveled far. I must give thee some com-

pensation, even though the temple have no money
for its servitors. (Turns toward kettle.) I

have here a kettle, large and fine, as thou wilt see,
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too large and fine mayhap (bowing humbly) for

a poor priest. Rise, my son (Tinker rises) and

with thine own hand take the sacred kettle. It is

thine

!

(Novices lift eyebrows, nod and smile at each

other.)

Tinker.

(In confusion.)

Ah, honorable master ! You are too "generous.

The kettle is far too grand for a poor tinker.

Old Priest.

Not at all, not at all, my son. The workman

is worthy of his hire, and thou hast often served

me well. Take the kettle and joy go with thee.

(Tinker takes kettle and backs toward door,

making low bow as he exits. Priest smiles and

bows suavely, back toward audience, as Tinker

leaves, and three novices show great amusement,

clapping hands noiselessly, slapping each other on

shoulders and laughing behind priest's back. As
he turns, first novice cries, bowing toward door:)

First Novice.

Joy go with thee

!

Second Novice.

Joy go with thee, my son

!
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Third Novice.

Joy go with thee, son, and with thy wonderful

kettle

!

Old Priest.

{Nodding head and shaking finger at them.)

Ah, foolish lads ! foolish lads !

CURTAIN



ACT II

THE TINKER AND THE KETTLE

The Priest's book, table, vase, flowers, wall-

pictures and all but one of the mats must be re-

moved for this scene, which shows the Tinker's

house. The screens are drawn closer together to

give effect of smaller room and must be reversed,

showing plain sides. If even this seems too ela-

borate, cover each leaf of screens with soft brown

paper. Door as before. Box or table remains

center back, but is covered with a cheaper, darker

material. A Japanese bowl or basket may stand

on it until kettle is placed there. One straw mat is

laid right front, on which Tinker sleeps, and a

log of wood covered with a dark material is set

for his pillow. A quilted coverlet of dark ma-

terial lies folded on the mat. Badger is under

box when curtain rises.

Enter Tinker, carrying kettle and slipping off

sandals and tins which he carries, at door.

Tinker.

{Examining kettle as he advances front.)

Well, I haven't sold any tins to-day and, Alas

!

109
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{sighing) I haven't mended any, but this kettle

certainly is a good one. I wonder {turning to

look around room) why the old priest gave it to

me, and where I shall put it. {Goes toward box,

takes away whatever has been put there, and sets

kettle in proper place. Stands of to admire.)

It looks well there, though it's far too good for

my poor place. But why {shaking head in puz-

zled way) did the priest give it to me, that's what

I want to know ! If it had needed mending now,

but it's as whole as the day it was made. Well,

{yawning and sighing) I'll wait till morning and

perhaps I can find some one to buy it. / can't

afford to own such a kettle, that's sure.

{Goes to mat, lies down, puts log under head,

pulls coverlet in place and, after sundry stretch-

ings and turnings, falls asleep. Badger mean-

time has crawled into kettle and when all is quiet

clatters lid again and soon stands erect as before.

Leaves place in box and has begun to move to-

ward Tinker, when latter awakes, sits up and

looks around him drowsily. Badger stands

still.)

Tinker.

I thought I heard some one moving about in

the room, but I don't see anybody. {Slowly and

sleepily.) I must have been dreaming! Per-
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haps some one was trying to steal the kettle.

Well, let them take it. I'd rather sleep.

(Sinks back into place.)

( Teakettle begins to walk up and down softly,

then noisily, head erect; finally calls out.)

Tea-kettle.

Tinker ! Tinker ! Get up ! Get up !

Tinker.

(Springs to his feet, clutching coverlet; exclaims

in horror.)

What's this I see ! Oh, mercy on me ! A gob-

lin ! a goblin

!

(Still clutching coverlet, tries to run toward

door, but way is barred by Teakettle, who cries:)

Tea-kettle.

(With great pride of bearing.)

Calm yourself, my dear tinker! I am not a

goblin, but a wonderful tea-kettle !

!

Tinker.

(Shivering with fear.)

A wonderful tea-kettle ! Oh, mercy on me !
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Tea-kettle.

Have no fear, my friend! My name {ma-

jestically) is Bumbuku-Chagama. {Here Tinker

drops to knees, hands, palms down, on floor.) I

am a tea-kettle of magic, a tea-kettle of wonder!

I am the seventh son of the seventh son of a magic

tea-kettle. I speak nine languages, all of them
dead. I can box, I can fence, I can sing, I can

play the flute, I can dance, I can walk the tight-

rope, I can perform military drill. If you will

but take me around the country with you, we can

give a show in every place you visit, and I will

make your fortune, Tinker. {Here begins to

strut up and down proudly, Tinker raising head

to observe him in mingled fear and astonish-

ment.) Have no fear, I say; I bring good luck

to those who treat me well. Rise, my friend, and

draw near!

( Tinker obeys. Tea-kettle, in lowered, im-

pressive voice, says to him:)

Tea-kettle.

Do you know what they did to me at the temple

yesterday? The old priest tried to burn me, and

the young one beat me with a stick!
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Tinker.

(Starting back.)

Oh, my lord! What a disgrace! But how

can I serve your lordship now?

Tea-kettle.

Only protect me and treat me according to my
rank. I like nice sweet things to eat, and some-

times a little sake (sweet wine) to drink, just as

you do. But I will be no burden upon you. You

will see that I can work for you.

Tinker.

Pray, do not mention work, my lord. It will

be a pleasure to me to entertain you. Would

your lordship care for a little refreshment now?

I am a poor man, but I have yet enough for a

simple meal.

Tea-kettle.

My lordship's stomach (nibbing kettle) is ach-

ing and empty. Bring me what you choose,

Tinker, so it be not hot water.

(
Tinker picks up coverlet, and lays it on mat,

puts on sandals, and leaves room, as if to seek

refreshment. Badger retires to box and stands

there, eagerly looking toward door. Tinker soon

enters, carrying carefully a Japanese tray with
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Japanese cup on one side, and on the other a plate

of white sweetmeats, lie sets them on box in

front of kettle and prostrates himself as before.)

Tea-kettle.

{Pompously.)

You will find that Bumbuku-Chagama is not

ungrateful, my friend. We will begin the show

to-morrow and the populace will rain money upon

us. No more will you need to carry pots and

pans, for I (stretching out hand majestically,

Tinker still kneeling) I will maintain you, Tinker.

TABLEAU AND CURTAIN



ACT III

THE KETTLE AND THE SHOW

Six months later.

Scene : A public square. Four tall posts,

two red and two green
}
stand at four corners of

stage, each one surmounted by a bow-shaped piece

of wood, or fiber-board, with ends upturned, about

a yard long and painted like post. ( Two of these

pieces set a foot apart on each post, are more ef-

fective.} The posts are connected by ropes from
which banners of many colors of cambric are

hanging, some pointed at the ends, some notched,

some plain and some decorated. These alternate

with Japanese lanterns, also hung from ropes.

Enter three Musicians in long Japanese robes

of blue cotton, their heads bound up as in descrip-

tion of Tinker's second costume. One brings a

small kettle-drum, one a flute and one a sami-sen

{stringed instrument with long neck. See En-

cyclopedia) . Bearers of drum and sami-sen sit

cross-legged, left front, and flute stands behind

them. Music begins— off stage, of course, play-

"5
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ing being simulated by musicians, unless the drum-

mer can be trusted to keep time.

Enter the spectators at the Show, one or two

at a time, some running eagerly, some strolling,

looking up at banners as they pass under them

and grouping themselves on both sides of stage

according to discretion of manager.

Enter and stand at back, two lads in Japanese

costume holding a long strip of scarlet cloth on

which is printed

BUMBUKU-CHAGAMA

They hold it so that it can be seen throughout

performance.

Enter Tinker in second costume already de-

scribed. He holds a fan, and comes with much
ceremony, bowing low to each side as he advances.

Music ceases while Tinker speaks.

Welcome, honorable lords and ladies, welcome

to you all ! This is the day of the great Bum-
buku-Chagama, the Wonderful Kettle, whose

praises ring through all Japan!

He can whistle and he can sing;

He can play on the violin,

He can dance like a daffodil,

And handle a gun in a soldier's drill.
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All these things can Bumbuku do and many
others which time fails me to rehearse. He is

the seventh son of the seventh son of a magic

teakettle and his powers have been recognized

from Yeddo to Tokyo, from Kil-ju to Kwang-ju.

Six lucky months have now passed by since the

great Bumbuku-Chagama promised to make my
fortune, and look you ! (Beckons crowd to draw
nearer and speaks impressively.) Look you! he

has done it! (Excitement in crowd.)

This (looking about him), this, my friends, is

the last, the very last performance of the Won-
derful Tea-kettle! (Long-drawn A-a-a-ah! in

crowd.) When we have played our little hour

we retire to private life, I to a modest cottage

'neath an almond tree, Bumbuku to a temple,

where he will ponder the wisdom of the ages.

Ah! (looking upward) what a loss to the world!

But let us be gay while we can, my friends ! Let

the Show proceed and let the music sound!

(Waves crowd back to leave center of stage

clear.)

Tinker.

Make way, make way for the Wonderful
Kettle

!

(Music begins. Crowd stands expectant.

Enter palanquin borne by four lads in gay cos-
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tumes, the Wonderful Tea-kettle or Badger rid-

ing within, and holding a brilliant parasol over

his head. The palanquin is merely four poles

crossed in oblong shape, the side poles being left

long enough to rest on bearers' shoulders. They

are hung with Japanese draperies which reach

the floor and cover the feet of the Badger, who,

while really walking, appears to be riding in state.

The front pole is fastened by hook and loop to

one of the sides, so that it can be opened when

Badger leaves palanquin for his performance.

Bearers of Palanquin stand center stage.)

Tinker.

(Waving hands furiously and moving about

from side to side to direct applause.)

Hurrah for the Wonderful Tea-kettle

!

Crowd.

(Accompanied by loud music.)

Hurrah for the Wonderful Tea-kettle

!

Small Child.

(Carrying kite, steps out in front of crowd.)

Rah! Won'ful Kettle!

Tea-kettle.

(Smiling and bowing majestically from his place.)

I thank you, good people, I thank you

!
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Tinker.

[Prostrating himself.)

Honorably come forth, oh honorable Bum-
buku, and deign to show us thy wonders.

Tea-kettle.

{Lowering parasol and handing it to one of

bearers, who unfastens pole for him, and allows

him to step forward.)

Rise, Tinker. Though it be my last day be-

fore the public, yet will I give my full perform-

ance as I have done through all Japan.

(
The Show follows and must, of course, he

adapted to the abilities of the performer. The
following suggestions may be made:

A. Military drill, using the furled parasol as

a gun, the Tinker giving the orders.

B. Fan drill, for which the Tinker hands him

his fan and gives orders.

C. A song. Selection from " Mikado."

D. Eccentric dances which may be made very

effective.

a. Solo dance to music.

b. Kettle selects child who has cheered

for him, as partner, and they dance

together. Music stops at close of

dance.
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Stage Manager must direct actions of Tinker

and audience during performance.)

Tinker.

And now, my friends, we have but one more

number for this, our last performance. The
Honorable Kettle will now walk on the tight-rope

!

Crowd.

{Turning one to the other in amaze.)

A Kettle walk the tight-rope ! Oh, wonderful,

wonderful

!

(
Tinker hurries to rear, brings back rope,

which he fastens between front poles, so that a

good length of it lies slack on floor. Beckons

Kettle to approach. Kneels before him and

chalks his feet with piece of chalk which he takes

from dress. Leads him to rope, motioning for

music to begin. Kettle steps upon rope cau-

tiously as it lies on stage, pretends to fall, watched

anxiously by Tinker and crowd and finally walks

it, with outstretched arms, imitating manner of

tight-rope performer. Tinker then hands him fan

and he fans himself while walking the rope. He
leaps into the air now and then, and comes down
again, appearing to regain balance with difficulty.

Crowd applauds loudly. Finally Tinker hands

him parasol, which he opens while on rope and
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with which he dances. This should he made to

appear an extraordinary feat, watched with anxi-

ety by Tinker. Cheers from crowd as feat is ac-

complished successfully. Kettle finally leaps from
rope and stands bowing and scraping. Music
ceases.)

Tinker.

Ladies and gentlemen, our performance ceases

with this wonderful feat, which none but an au-

gust and wonderful Kettle could execute. If you

have been pleased with our work, it will now be

your pleasure to repay us.

{Music begins again and collection is taken up,

Kettle receiving coins in the lid which he has worn
as a hat and Tinker in the half-closed parasol.

Crowd presses forward until most have given

something. Children should be brought forward
here, particularly.)

Tinker and Kettle.

{Standing together— Center Stage.)

Nobly have you recompensed us,

Noble folk of Japan!

{Kettle now retires to palanquin, Tinker re-

maining center.)

Tinker.

Nobly will I spend your bounty in my modest

cot 'neath the almond-tree.
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Kettle.

{From palanquin.)

Fare ye well, good people ! I leave ye to seek

some holy temple where I may ponder the wis-

dom of the ages.

{Crowd falls on knees, hands on floor—
Tinker also.)

Kettle.

My work on earth is over. {Extends hands

over crowd.) I have played my little hour. I

have made many glad and I have well repaid him

who protected me in my hour of need.

Fare ye well!

CURTAIN



IV

HILLTOP AND HILLFOOT

(A Little Christmas Play for Little People.)



PERSONS IN THE PLAY

Fritz and Frida, Hillfoot children, six to ten

years old.

Karo, the dog.

Mother.
Santa Claus.

Ebbo and Elsa, Hilltop children.



HILLTOP AND HILLFOOT

SCENE I

CHRISTMAS EVE

Scene: A cottage in Germany. Scantily fur-

nished room with fireplace, table, chest of drawers^

five chairs, or three chairs and wooden bench,

wooden stool, low bed in corner, two doors and

practicable window. 1 Hooks or nails in outside

door to hold wraps. Candle burning on mantel-

piece, making a dim light. Watch-dog 2 (part to

be taken by boy or man in costume) asleep by fire*

place. Fritz and Frida in traditional German
garb are discovered setting a little fir-tree in cen-

ter of table and trimming it with fringed tissue

paper, tiny red apples, gilt stars or any decora-

tions that poor children might find or make.

Frida.

{Trimming tree.)

The dark is coming and the candle shines

Like a bright star to lead the mother home.

1 Window need only be simulated, if Santa Claus can enter by
fireplace.

2 Entire part of dog may be omitted, if no costume can be

125
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Now let us hasten, so that all may be

Ready and fit to welcome her we love.

Fritz.

(Trimming tree.)

The fir-tree's proud and holds his tiny head

Straight up to show how strong and brave he is.

I love the trees. As father was, I'll be

A forester when I am grown a man.

Frida.

Do you recall the verse that mother taught?

The fir-tree is sighing

Alone in the wood.

He's patiently trying

His best to be good,

For only good fir-trees

In all the world wide,

Are chosen for Christmas

Whatever betide.

Fritz.

This tree was good. I'm very sure of that.

Each needle that he bears is fresh and green.

Come ! one more star to deck his dusky boughs

And mother's gifts we'll lay beside his feet.

found for him. A fur rug or buffalo robe, fur mittens and dog-
mask are all that are required, however.
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Frida.

{Stretching and yawning.)

Heigho ! I'm tired. Mother's very late

And Karo, tired of watching, sound asleep.

Where is my little kerchief? {Finds it on mantel-

piece.) Every stitch

A Christmas gift is for the mother dear.

Fritz.

{Bringing wooden stool from its place by

window.)

And so is every nail I've driven here

To make a comfort for her tired feet.

Frida.

{Looking in chest of drawers.)

Now for the stockings. Let us hang them up.

And everything is meet for Christmas Eve.

When Santa Claus arrives, I know he'll say

That you have been a good boy all the year.

Fritz.

{Wagging head boastfully.)

And you a good girl, sister. Never yet

Has Santa left a bunch of rods for us.
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Frida.

And never will, I pray! How gay and bright

Looks the dear room. Hurrah for Christmas

Eve!

Fritz.

{Clapping his hands.)

Hurrah! Hurrah! Now give to me your hand

And round about the tree we'll gaily dance.

Here the children may dance, according to their

ability. They may give an old German folk-

dance, such as is now taught in many schools, or

a simple kindergarten dance, skipping to music.

Reinecke's "Dancing-song" ["Fifty Children's

Songs," Carl Reinecke] sung in English or Ger-

man would also be appropriate. Dog awakes at

noise, gets up on hind legs, and dances awkwardly

by himself in corner. Dog could dance round

table with children if thought best. They finally

stop, out of breath. Frida drops in chair, pant-

ing, while Fritz holds his sides. Dog lies down

with tongue lolling.)

Frida.

I've lost my breath. Why, where can mother be ?

Her work at Hilltop was not half a day.
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Fritz.

But she had errands in the town, you know,

And bade us go to bed before she came.

Frida.

Oh, I remember ! Let us cuddle down

While yet there's candle left to make a light.

(Children leave room, coming back in a mo-

ment in night-garb. Dog, meantime, walks

around in circle and finally curls up, nose to tail.

Frida turns down the bed-clothes, then both kneel

beside bed. Here Reinecke's "From the far

blue Heaven," or " When the little children

sleep" ["Fifty Children's Songs," Carl Rein-

ecke] may be sung by an invisible voice, or chil-

dren may repeat following prayer.)

Fritz and Frida.

Our Father in Heaven,

Thy little ones pray,

For shelter, for guidance,

For wisdom each day.

Bless all those that love us,

Bless all that we love,

And tenderly lead us

To Heaven above.
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{When song is finished, or prayer said, chil-

dren jump into bed and as they lay their heads on

their pillows, say, " Good-night, sister," " Good-

night, brother." A moment elapses for the effect

of the tableau and then door softly opens and

Mother appears. She may be an older child, or

a grown person, as most convenient. She carries

a basket, wears a short dress, low shoes with

white or gray stockings, an apron, a little shawl

pinned over her shoulders and a hood or kerchief

on her head. Dog runs to welcome her and

stands on hind legs. She pats him and motions

him to lie down.)

Mother.

{After brief pause, still standing in doorway.)

How still and sweet! The yellow candle-shine

A glory makes around each sleeping head.

Ne'er were such children. Ev'ry single word
Their mother speaks they seem to hear and heed.

Those naughty ones at " Hilltop "
! all the day

Have they been fretful and have cried and fought.

{Closes door softly, enters and sets down bas-

ket with a long sigh of weariness.)

Mother.

My blessed " Hillfoot "
! All to me that's left

Of value in the world is sheltered here.
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{As she says these lines, takes off wraps and

hangs them on door. As she turns, notices fir-

tree on table and gifts beside it.)

Mother.

{Going to table and taking up gifts.)

What do I see? A tiny Christmas tree

All gaily trimmed and packages for me!

Mother.

{Kisses handkerchief, pats footstool, then turns

and sees stockings.)

Hillfoot has love, whatever else it lack.

Pity that Hilltop has so small a store

!

There are the stockings. Now I'll hide away

In each small toe the little gift I've brought!

{In Frida's blue woolen stocking, puts ball and

bag of candy; in Fritz's red one, an orange and

a jumping-jack.)

Mother.

{Turning to bed.)

Sleep well, my sweetings. Blessed Christmas day

We three shall have together. Happy dreams!

{So saying, she blows out candle and leaves

room. Darkness and silence for a moment, and

then jingle of bells and clatter of hoofs is heard.

Santa Clans, in traditional costume, enters by
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window, or fireplace, as most convenient. Dog
leaps up, with loud bark and threatening teeth.)

Santa Claus.

(Sets down pack, then beats breast and blows

on fingers.)

Down, Karo ! don't you see and know your

friends ?

You're getting old and need your spectacles.

(Dog slinks away, ashamed.)

Whew ! but the wind is chill this bitter night

And Hilltop roofs a steep and icy glare

!

Heavy my burden when I landed there

And heavy when I left, for not a toy

Or gift of any kind could I bestow.

Ebbo and Elsa for their Christmas box

Have but a sorry bunch of rods, alas!

Pity it is to see such pretty chicks,

Spoiled and neglected in a nurse's care.

Lived they at Hillfoot, certain they would be

Like to pet lambs and fond as turtle-doves.

Fritzi and Frida, children dear and good,

Treasures my chief and best, I leave to you.

Be in the New Year kind as in the old,

And in a twelve month I'll return to you.

(While talking, he looks over his pack and

selects two gifts, which he places on floor beside
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stockings. These may be any toys desired,— a

doll and a rocking-horse, perhaps, but they should

be large, to make a contrast with those already

given. Dog, who has been gradually approach-

ing during this business, now stands up on hind

legs and offers paw.)

Santa Claus.

(Taking him in a rough hug.)

Is that you, Karo? So you've come to know
Your furry brother, at the last, it seems!

Come, shake a leg in parting, just to show
We're friends as good as e'er we used to be.

(After turn around room, shakes paws with

Dog, shoulders pack, waves cap to sleeping chil-

dren and takes his leave. Chirrups, whistles, the

snap of a whip and tinkle of bells follow. Dog
lies down across doorway.)



SCENE II

CHRISTiMAS MORNING

Curtain rises to find children still in bed and

light dim. It gradually increases and they sit up,

rubbing their eyes. When fully awake, they get

up softly, 1 and tiptoe to mantelpiece, where they

rifle stockings, find Santa Claus's gifts and are

jumping and dancing about softly, but in great

glee, when Mother appears. [Same costume as

before, with addition of white cap.] They fly to

her with cries of " Merry Christmas, Merry
Christmas." She hugs and kisses them. Dog
leaps up, too, and receives greetings.

Frida.

{Taking Mother by hand.)

Mother, oh, mother, do but come and look!

Here are the finest gifts were ever seen.

1 For purposes of rapid dressing afterward, they must put on

their slippers when they get up.

134
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Fritz.

(Showing toys.)

Finer the Hilltop children never had.

Generous and good he's been, old Santa Claus.

Mother.

(In amazement.)

Children, what wonders do I here behold!

Hillfoot had never such a show before.

Sure Santa Claus must know how good you've

been

And brought you treasures from his ample store.

But come, put on your Sunday dress and we
Will breakfast take beside the Christmas tree.

( The children run out and make quick change,

mother setting room in order, meantime. 1 While

they are still absent, timid tap is heard at door

and, being unnoticed, is repeated several times.

Dog barks and children come running in.)

Mother.

Run, Frida ! See who gently knocks without

And bid him in our Christmas breakfast share.

1 It is supposed that children will already have on the neces-

sary under-clothing and then it will only take a moment for

Frida to slip on a one-piece dress. If Fritz's toilet is longer he

can come in afterwards.
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{Door opens and two children, Ebbo and Elsa,

are discovered on threshold. They are richly

dressed, but Ebbo is sobbing while Elsa covers her

eyes with her handkerchief. Each holds a bunch

of rods, which Hillfoot children eye in amaze-

ment.)

Mother.

{Exclaiming at sight.)

Kind Heaven! Tell me what has brought you

here

At such an hour and in such bitter grief!

Ebbo.

{Sobbing and showing rods.)

My stocking's empty and I have but these

Nothing but these on happy Christmas day!

Elsa.

{Breaking into sobs at end of lines.)

I, too, dear Frida, nothing more have I

!

But little would I care if Santa Claus

Had not so shown to every one I love

How many times a naughty girl I've been.

Fritz.

{Running forward and throwing arms around

Ebbo, followed by dog, who licks hand.)
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Frida.

{Taking Elsa by hand.)

Thou, Elsa, too, be cheerful ! All I have

Is thine to share, however long thy stay.

Thy rods and Ebbo's shall the fire make,

And thou with us the Christmas breakfast take.

Mother.

{Coming toward the group.)

Weep ye no longer, sweethearts. Only see

The coming year a happier one ye make.

Our Santa Claus is wise and well he knows

Who gifts deserves and who should bear the rod.

Your lesson's learned; now cast away the book

And make a festival of Christmas day.

{Here takes rods from children and carries

them out, returning with towel and basin of water

with which she bathes their hands and faces.

Fritz and Frida stand admiring, meantime.)

Mother.

Here, Fritzi, take the basin. Frida, thou

Mayst lay the cloth and little Elsa here

Will bring the dishes for the morning meal.

Simple 'twill be, yet simple, grateful hearts

Will make a Christmas feast of humble fare.

( The table is set with bowls and spoons for
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each, a big pewter or stone jug of milk and a

heaping plate of black bread. A bowl of milk is

set for dog on hearth and he pretends to eat this,

then lies down. The children and mother take

their places and with bended heads, a silent grace

is said.)

Mother.

Before we break our fast, let all unite

With grateful heart to sing our Christmas song

Your father's custom ever and his wish

That ev'ry Christmas morn we use it still.

{All repeat, or sing together.)

I.

On Bethlehem's plains the shepherds lay,

Hosanna, oh, hosanna

!

And to them did the angels say:

Hosanna, oh, hosanna,
" In David's town is born this day

A Saviour who shall be thy stay,"

Hosanna, oh, hosanna.

II.

Now, glory do we gladly sing,

Hosanna, oh, hosanna

!

Our praises for this blessed thing,

Hosanna, oh, hosanna

!
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This Saviour is our Heav'nly King,

Our joyful hearts to Him we bring,

Hosanna, oh, hosanna.

TABLEAU AND CURTAIN





V

THE CROWNING OF PEACE

I heard an angel singing

When the day was springing;

Mercy, pity and peace

Are the world's release.— William Blake.





CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES

Goddess of Liberty.

Traditional Costume: White, flowing robe, (cheese-

cloth, or two large sheets will serve,) draped over

shoulder with American flag; helmet, shield and spear.

(Helmets and shields may be made of tin or cardboard

covered with silver paper. Wooden spears can be

fashioned by any handy boy and painted with silver

paint or covered with silver paper.) Hair hanging

loose over shoulders, sandaled feet. Goddess sits in

richly carved or gilded chair at center back of stage

with Heralds on either side.

War.
Lad dressed as Roman warrior, whose costume may be

found in any Roman History.

Peace.

Girl in classic, white drapery. This may be made of

cheesecloth and simply sewed on the wearer when the

proper disposition of the folds has been made. White
stockings and sandals. Long waving or curling hair.

She carries a dove on wrist or shoulder. If a tame

dove, whose behavior is certain, can be found and teth-

ered by a light chain to the wrist of Peace, it will be

most effective. Otherwise, a stuffed bird must suffice.

Heralds.

Two lads in short, white belted robes, coming to knee,

silver helmets, shields and spears, and legs encased in
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silver greaves. (All these may be fashioned of tin, or

cardboard and it is a valuable exercise in ingenuity to

design, make and ornament them and fit them to wear-
ers.)

They stand at either side of the throne of Liberty. Each
lad is provided with a tablet (baked clay or painted

wood) and a stylus, (sharp-pointed wooden stick), con-

cealed beneath dress.



THE CROWNING OF PEACE

Scene : Curtain rises to " Columbia, the

Gem of the Ocean," and Goddess of Liberty is

discovered at center back of stage, Heralds stand-

ing on either side of her throne.

Liberty.

(Raising spear and leaning forward slightly.)

Hail, ye people! From my home in the blue

vaults above I have heard ye questioning as to

which bestows the better gifts on men, whether

valorous War or gentle Peace, and I am come

to summon both before ye that ye may hear from

their own lips their best defense and argument.

(Turning to Herald at right of throne.) Sum-

mon me War, Sir Herald

!

(Herald salutes Liberty and leaves stage,

right, returning shortly, followed by War. They

enter to any martial air, not, however, one asso-

ciated with any modern nation. War steps

proudly, with head high, salutes Liberty with

spear and stands right of throne, but nearer audi-

ence. Herald resumes his former place.)

i45
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Liberty.

Greeting, bold warrior ! Knowest thou why
thou hast been summoned to this place?

War.
I do, fair goddess.

Liberty.

And art thou well prepared with arguments in

thy defense?

War.

(Raising his spear.)

War makes no argument and brooks none.

The lightning strikes but seeks not to defend its

blow.

Liberty.

That truth I know; I would not ask thee why
thou dost battle, but to recount the benefits that

come from thine exploits.

War.
None should know better than thou, Sweet Lib-

erty, for oft have I been thy bulwark and thy

shield.

Liberty.

Granted, Sir Warrior. Didst thou never fight

save in my defense no one would condemn thee.
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But, alas! thou makest blood to flow for many
another cause. Canst thou deny it, or forbear to

blush that so it is?

War.
{Hanging his head.)

I do not deny it, but {raising head proudly)

even an ignoble cause may be bravely fought.

Liberty.

{Sternly.)

Thou knowest that we may not do evil that

good may come. Cease thy vain reasoning and
tell these people here assembled of the benefits

that thou mayest confer upon them. Each item

shall be set down by this herald at thy side. Boy
{turning to first lad), prepare thy tablet and thy

stylus. {Herald bows in obedience, lays spear

and shield aside and takes required articles from
dress.)

War.
I bring courage to mankind.

Liberty.

{Assenting with motion of head.)

Set down courage, Herald. {Herald writes.)

War.
I bring forgetfulness of self.
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Liberty.

{Assenting.)

Write it down, Herald.

War.
I bring endurance and hardihood.

Liberty.

A useful pair, in truth ! Set them down, Her-

ald!

War.
I bring resource and inventive skill.

Liberty.

'Tis true. Note them well, boy.

War.

I bring long-enduring patience.

Liberty.

Set it down, Herald.

War.

I bring obedience and faithfulness to duty.

Liberty.

Note that well, ye people, (raising spear and

leaning toward audience), and let it not escape

thee, boy! (Turning to Herald.)
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War.

{Advancing a step nearer audience.)

I bring that power to work together, to sink in-

dividual desires in a common good, needed most

of all {turning toward Liberty) by a free people,

fair goddess.

Liberty.

{With a grave nod and assenting wave of spear.)

Thou speakest well, Sir Warrior, note his

words, Herald. Hast more to add, Son of Bat-

tle?

War.

{Drawing himself up more proudly, shield on

arm, spear in place and advancing to com-

manding position.)

Last of all, yet first of all and best of all, I

bring that love of country which would give what-

e'er it hath on earth,— e'en life itself, to

strengthen and protect, to guard and keep the

Fatherland

!

{Liberty and Heralds at this moment strike

their shields with their spears with a clanging

noise. If shields are of cardboard, strike spears

on floor. Crashing chords accompany from the

piano, or a roll of drums, if possible.)
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Liberty.

Aught that man can say thou hast said, bold

warrior, and the people heard. All has been

set down and cannot be erased. Stand thou back

now (waving spear in command) and listen to

what our daughter Peace shall say. Summon me
Peace, Herald! (Turns to second Herald.)

(Second Herald salutes Liberty and leaves stage

left, returning, followed by Peace. Music of

Keller's " American Hymn " accompanies her.

Peace bows her head to Liberty, who returns her

greeting and is about to take her position on left

of goddess when she catches sight of War, who
has started forward as if to greet her. Peace

turns from him, shading her face with her hand

and takes her proper stand.)

Liberty.

(With gentle voice.)

Knowest thou why thou hast been summoned
to this place, sweet daughter?

Peace.

I do, fair goddess.

Liberty.

And art thou well prepared with arguments in

thy defense ?
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Peace.

Peace cannot deal with argument, which ever

stirs up strife. A sunset needs no words to prove

its beauty.

Liberty.

Granted, but I would have thee tell this haughty-

warrior here somewhat of thy mind and let the

people listen. What dost thou for mankind, my
daughter? {Turning to Second Herald.) Pre-

pare to write, boy.

{War moves forward eagerly and leans on

spear to listen. Herald leans forward also.)

Peace.

( Turning slightly toward her herald with a smile.)

Make ready many tablets, faithful lad, for be

sure my words will fill them all. (
Turning to

audience.) As well might I attempt to prove

that day would dawn without the sun, as that man-

kind would flourish without peace. War is the

storm that snaps the oak, peace the sweet influ-

ence that garlands it with vines and flowers.

Peace brings united families, a father's love and

care and his strong arm to defend his household.

{Here War starts, shrinks back somewhat and

partly turns away his face) . Peace brings pros-

perity; flocks and herds feed upon her smiling
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lands, shelters are built for man and beast and

shrines rise up where God is worshipped. {Her-

ald writes rapidly upon his tablet and takes others

from his dress as she proceeds, striving to keep

up with the stream of her words.) Peace gives

room for science to work her magic, for the use-

ful arts to flourish, that man may be fed and

warmed and clothed, and surround himself with

comfort and beauty. Peace brings education,

which extends to all men the wisdom of the past,

the knowledge of the present and the hopes of

the future. Music, Poetry and the Drama flour-

ish under the beneficent rule of Peace. (Steps

forward slightly.) Nor may War claim that he

alone can teach obedience, faithfulness to duty, en-

durance, hardihood, patience, strength and skill.

(Here War begins gradually to move backward

toward place of entrance on right and first Her-

ald, looking anxiously toward Liberty, to follow

him slowly. Second Herald ceases to write and

looks admiringly on Peace. Peace continues.)

And where may the value of cooperation which

War so boasts that he can teach, be shown as in

the arts of Peace? Not a chain is welded, not a

wheel turns, not a building rises, save all men
work together for the common end ! War vaunts

that he brings us love of country! (Here Peace

steps forward, raises voice and speaks with
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greater enthusiasm.) Do we love that which we

destroy? Of what value is a land whose men

are falling on distant battlefields, in suffering un-

speakable, alone and untended. {Here War
falls to his knees and hides his face in his hands,

his spear clanging down by his side, and so re-

mains until Liberty speaks. First Herald stands

beside him protectingly, his hand on War's shoul-

der. Peace continues,) whose women in sorrow

and despair are weeping among the ruins of their

homes, whose children, ragged and wretched, are

starving and begging on the roadsides? Is this

a country? No, it is a desert, more dreadful far

than any wild and sandy waste of the Sahara!

Shame on thee, War, (turning to the kneeling fig-

ure,) that thou canst speak one word in thy de-

fense, when thou destroyest sacred human life

!

(First Herald drops head.)

Liberty.

(Motioning to Peace.)

Enough, my daughter! Thou hast abased

thine adversary, but we may not forget that he is

ofttimes needed to preserve thee in thy sweet con-

tent. Look up, Sir Warrior, (War lifts head,

but does not rise from knees,) and know that thou

servest not, save that thy cause be just. (Turn-

ing to audience.) Ye have hearkened unto Peace,
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ye people, and plainly we see by your flushed

cheeks and shining eyes that ye approve her words.

It needs not that ye hear again what has been

set down upon the tablets, for well I believe that

the substance of it is engraved upon your hearts.

Herald.

{Turning to second lad.)

Bring me the wreath of olives! {Herald

leaves right and returns with wreath of olive-

leaves. Any small, gray-green, dusky, pointed

leaf will do, [See encyclopaedia for shape,] or

leaves can be made of sage-green paper, mounted

on wire and twined together.)

Liberty.

{Rising from her throne and waving spear ma-

jestically.)

Come to me, blest daughter, Peace. {Peace

kneels at her feet.) I crown thee, with the ac-

cord of all these people present, Mistress of

Science, Art and Education, Guardian of the

Child, Preserver of the Fireside and Handmaid
of Prosperity and Sweet Content!

{As Liberty lays wreath on the head of Peace,

both Heralds raise spears in salutation and War
lifts his clasped hands toward her in entreaty.

" American Hymn " is heard again.)



FOUR PANTOMIMES FOR
CHILDREN

GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE
BEARS



CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES

Goldilocks: Child of six to ten years with long fair

hair or curls. Wears a black velvet bodice, laced

across front; white chemisette With short sleeves and
Dutch neck ; scarlet or pale-blue skirt, white stockings

and buckled shoes. Carries quaint little black velvet

bonnet in hand. (This costume is a mere suggestion.

A Red Riding Hood cape would do perfectly well with

a white dress, the hood pulled over the head, or a Kate
Greenaway dress and wide hat with flowers. The cos-

tume must be gay and picturesque, however.)

Large Bear: Costume of dark brown canton flannel,

cut like a child's sleeping suit, with a hood attached to

be pulled down over forehead. Stiff pointed ears,

wired or lined to stand erect, are sewed to sides of

hood. Brown gloves or mittens cover the hands. A
bear's face may be procured from a mask or toy-shop,

or if this is impracticable, a mask with holes for eyes,

nose and mouth may be cut from the flannel and fas-

tened to the hood. Large bear may carry cane and
wear hat and also coat and gay waistcoat, if desired.

Middle-Sized Bear: Same brown costume as above.

May add large white apron tied behind, a shoulder

shawl, a cap and spectacles, and carry work-bag and
knitting.

Little Bear: Same costume as above. May add gay

gingham rompers and carry a Teddy-bear, a return-

ball, or other plaything.

(The large bear must be very tall, the middle-sized

bear shorter and plump, and the part of the little bear

taken by a boy about Goldilocks' size and age.)
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BEARS

SCENE I

GOLDILOCKS IN THE WOOD

The frame of a small house is required for this

scene, its size fitted to whatever stage is to be

used. The front only, with a bit of roof and

side wall need be shown, but a practicable door is

essential and a window or two are attractions.

Four uprights, four cross-beams and a ridge-pole

with a few supports are needed if whole house

is shown, and the sides and roof may be covered

in with brown paper, beaver-board, or the Den-

nison paper, imitating red bricks. If stage is

small and house must be removed before next

scene, frame should be bolted together, or fas-

tened with steel hooks and eyes so that it can be

taken down quickly. If possible, however, house

should be set in corner of stage and screened or

curtained when not in use, so that it may be shown

again in Scene VI. It need occupy but a few feet

of room if front is set across a corner; and the

necessary measuring and planning for it and the
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actual erection and decoration give the boys and

girls joyful occupation for several days. A few

trees, in Christmas tree stands, set here and there

about the stage represent the wood and bunches of

paper flowers set in concealed tins of earth, or in

moss are growing in suitable places.

Goldilocks is first seen at extreme rear of stage,

coming slowly along, swinging bonnet, bending

down boughs of trees as if to look for nests, and

picking flowers now and then. If some of the

boys who are expert whistlers can imitate bird

trills and calls during this scene they will be an

attraction. The by-play of Goldilocks here will

depend on her accomplishments. She may pick

a lapful of flowers and, sitting down on front of

stage, arrange them in a wreath for her hair;

when this is done dancing a little rustic dance un-

der the trees. She may find a nest and pretend

to feed birdlings; she may discover a rabbit be-

neath the fir-boughs, and fondle and caress it. At
length, however, she lifts her head as if listening

to a distant voice, catches up her bonnet and skips

off stage.

SCENE II

THE BEARS' HOUSE

The screen or curtain which has concealed this

building is now removed and the children gaze
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on it with delight, for there is nothing they love

better than a house large enough to be real, yet

small enough to suit their own Lilliputian size.

If there are windows these should be open and

white curtains shown. The door is ajar and

canary in cage hangs beside it. A border of pa-

per flowers is growing in front of cottage. Goldi-

locks appears from rear, is astonished at sight

of cottage, looks it all over, stoops down to smell

flowers, picks some, fingers curtains admiringly,

then notices that door is not shut. (A brass

knocker on door makes an enchanting detail for

children.) Goldilocks taps softly, then louder,

then peeps in, and withdraws suddenly as if

frightened, dropping her flowers on steps as she

runs away. She appears a second time, finally

makes up her mind to enter, and after she has

gone inside peeps out again. Leaves door wide

open.

SCENE III

THE BEARS' KITCHEN

An interior is here shown so furnished as to be

transformed by slight changes from kitchen to

sitting-room and that again to bedroom. Old-

fashioned fire-place or fire-frame may easily be

made of wood or cardboard and lined with red

brick Dennison paper. For kitchen scene, it may
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have a crane, pot-hooks and hanging kettle, these

being covered for two following scenes. There

should be a door opening into another room, and

a window is an essential for Scene V. A broom
made of twigs or fir-branches stands in corner. A
warming-pan and other old-fashioned articles may
hang on walls, if desired. If there is room on

stage for a couch or lounge it should be placed

there in the beginning, so as to be quickly made up

in bedroom scene. An essential is a large table

in center with three bowls and spoons,— one a

wash-bowl, one a yellow mixing bowl, and one of

ordinary size, accompanied by suitable spoons or

ladles. Stool in front of table. Goldilocks makes

timid entrance, peeping in first and withdrawing,

finally closing door behind her. She investigates

kitchen as long as time allows, then spies bowls

aftd approaches table, indicating hunger. Moves
stool in front of biggest bowl, climbs up, takes

hold of spoon and drops it, as if too heavy.

Moves stool to middle-sized bowl, grasps spoon

and tastes porridge. Drops it on table and makes

wry face as if disliking flavor. Sees small bowl,

tastes contents with pleasure, takes it from table,

sits on stool and eats porridge all up, returning

bowl and spoon to place. Then after looking

around room and out of window, goes out by

door.
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SCENE IV

THE BEARS' SITTING-ROOM

Remove crane, pot-hooks and kettle for this

scene, substituting andirons and laying a fire, if

there is time. Remove broom and kitchen furni-

ture, bowls, spoons and stool. Change window-

curtain, cover table with bright cloth and set vase

of flowers on it, with candlestick and work bas-

ket. No other furniture needed save three chairs,

one very large and high with arms and a cushion,

one middle-sized, with cushion, and one a child's

chair in corner.

Goldilocks enters, investigates room as before,

and finally, showing signs of fatigue, attempts to

climb up in big chair, but finds it too high. Pulls*

cushion half-way out in attempt. Next tries

middle-sized chair; bounces about on cushion and

finds it too wide and soft, jumps down, pulling

cushion to floor, and spies child's chair. Claps

hands, runs to it and sits down so hard that it

breaks and she falls to floor. Goldilocks gives

signs of fright, and after trying to straighten up

chair and failing, runs from room in tears.
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SCENE V
THE BEARS' BEDROOM

Chairs and table are removed for this scene, all

other furniture remaining same. Stool under

window. Three beds are shown, one an army cot

perhaps, one made up on a lounge or sofa, and

the third a crib, or child's bed of any sort. (One

may be made up on lounge, one on floor, and the

third be improvised with three chairs.) It does

not matter what the beds are, if fresh and white

and differing considerably in size. Goldilocks

enters in tears and stands in doorway, wiping eyes.

Recovers herself and looks about room. Sighs

wearily, rubs eyes and looks at largest bed.

Shakes her head, as if too high, and tries to climb

up. Fails, but disarranges bedding in effort.

Next tries middle-sized bed and succeeds in get-

ting up, but finds it uncomfortable and pillows too

hard. Shakes head in impatience and suddenly

catches sight of little bed. Tumbles out of mid-

dle-sized bed, dragging counterpane and pillows to

floor, and runs to small bed. Claps hands in joy

and dances around it. Lays bonnet, which she

has carried by knotted strings over arm, on foot

of bed, jumps in, pulls counterpane up and goes to

sleep.
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INTERLUDE

Xhree voices behind the scenes now repeat the

classic words of the three bears when they re-

turned from their morning walk, accompanying

them with suitable growls and nicely-proportioned

thunders from the piano :

" SOMEBODY HAS BEEN TASTING MY
PORRIDGE!!!"

" SOMEBODY HAS BEEN TASTING MY POR-

RIDGE II"

"Somebody (high, squeaky voice) has been

tasting my porridge and has eaten it all up!
"

SCENE VI

THE THREE BEARS RETURN FROM THEIR WALK

(This may be omitted if not practicable to show

Bears' House again.)

The Bears' House is shown as in Scene II, and

presently the three bears come waddling in.

Father comes first, with hat and cane, fanning

himself with red bandanna. Mother may carry

parasol, if desired, and lead little Bear dangling

a toy from his paw. When all are well in sight,

Father notices door is open and calls Mother's at-

tention to fact. Mother nods head, shows excite-
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ment and points to window where curtain is dis-

arranged. Little Bear waddles forward and

picks up Goldilock's bunch of flowers, showing

it to parents. Pantomime of consternation.

Mother Bear wrings hands. Father shakes fist

threateningly. Little Bear shivers in fright and

clings to Mother, then all hurriedly waddle into

house.

SCENE VII

THE BEARS' KITCHEN

{As in Scene III)

Father Bear enters first, cautiously, beckons his

family and begins to look about for supposed in-

truder. Mother Bear enters more timidly and

goes through same pantomime, but with starts and

signs of fear. Little Bear not appearing, Mother
goes out and brings him in, crying. She is con-

soling him when Father suddenly goes to table

and discovers, with every sign of surprise and

horror, that somebody has been tasting his por-

ridge. Mother rushes to table, makes similar

discovery and waves spoon in air, threateningly.

Little Bear follows, looks into his bowl and find-

it empty, holds it out to parents with simulated

howls of rage. They rush to him and dry his
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THE ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER

(A Pantomime in Five Scenes.)



CHARACTERS

The Shoemaker, [These should be

The Shoemaker's Wife.
[

grown people.

The Two Elves. The smallest children capa-

ble of pantomime.

The Customers. Both children and grown

people.



COSTUMES

The Shoemaker's Wife wears a full, dark skirt, cut

rather short and worn over many petticoats ; a full, cot-

ton blouse, white or light in color, cut without a collar,

with full sleeves rolled up above the elbows, and a red

handkerchief knotted loosely about the neck. In later

scenes she adds a lace-trimmed cap tied under the chin,

a long, white apron, a white kerchief, white stockings

and low shoes with buckles (These may be made of

silver paper) ; but when the curtain goes up she is dis-

covered without apron or cap, bare-footed, and with
loose and dishevelled hair. If two skirts can be pro-

vided, the first one should be torn and ragged, and the

various improvements in her attire added with each
successive scene.

The Shoemaker wears dark knee-breeches and a dark
blue shirt with a leather belt, dark blue stockings and
low shoes with buckles. His shirt is open at the neck,

his sleeves rolled up, and he wears a leather apron. He
has long, fair hair, and in later scenes wears a brown
Tarn o' Shanter cap with a tassel. The shirt he wears
when the curtain rises should be ragged, and his stock-

ings in holes: these articles of attire being replaced as

prosperity increases.

The Elves wear as little as compatible with propriety.

They are bare-headed, bare-armed, bare-legged, and
what little clothing they have hangs in rags. Brown
cambric suits, cut with trousers and waist in one, sleeve-

less and with round necks, are suitable. The costumes
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they are presented with in the last scene may be as fine

as desired, and are slipped on over their rags. If made
for the occasion, they should be brilliant in color, gaily

trimmed, and worn with picturesque caps with upstand-

ing quills. Pumps and white stockings should be worn
also. The best suit of any little boy will serve per-

fectly well, but as the elves are to do a final dance of

joy, the small actors would probably enjoy being
" dressed up." Crepe paper is quite stout enough for

both costumes and caps. Elves are commonly pictured

with short hair, but heads need not be close-cropped

for this occasion.

The Customers: The first of these is a stout old

woman in a long, scarlet cape, with the hood pulled over

her head. She carries a large market basket piled

with bundles, with the long neck of a bottle protrud-

ing from among them. She may lead a little child, if

desired, who may also wear a hooded cape of pale

blue. (Both capes and hoods are charming when made
of crepe paper.) The second and third customers may
be men costumed as most convenient: one may be a

huntsman in green coat and knee-breeches, high boots,

and a horn slung over his shoulder; another may be a

cavalier in velvet and lace and a plumed hat. Or, as

the shoemaker's customers are likely to be humble, a

baker with a white suit, apron and cap may appear, or

a carpenter with a leather apron and a basket of tools.

Children with shoes to mend or to be made to measure,

may also run in, if it is desirable to lengthen the en-

tertainment.



THE ELVES AND THE SHOE-
MAKER x

(A Pantomime in Five Scenes)

Scene: A room in a poor German household

of long ago. It is a bedroom, a living-room,

and a shoemaker*s shop in one, and when first

shown is faintly lighted to fit the poverty and dis-

couragement of the inmates. The light increases

with each scene until the beneficent elves finally

take their leave in a blaze of glory.

There is a low bed in a corner, partly hidden

by a curtain. The other furniture consists of a

rough, bare table (right front) with an old-

fashioned candlestick on it, and two chairs. A
shoemaker's bench and seat stand at left front.

Garments are hanging from pegs in the wall: also

a large market basket. There is a practicable

door, and if a window is to be seen or simulated,

1 Grimm's " Household Stories."

If a really good story-teller is at hand it would be well to

tell the story of the pantomime before curtain rises. In case
children play it, they should, of course, be made thoroughly
familiar with it beforehand.
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black paper cut out in diamonds should be pasted

to the panes to imitate latticework. With the

fall of each curtain new articles of furniture are

added to the room to show the growing pros-

perity of the lucky shoemaker. A white curtain

may be draped over the window, a bird-cage hung

beside it, a cuckoo clock adorn the wall, a spin-

ning-wheel be set in a corner, a cloth cover the

table and a flowering plant stand upon it, while

additional candles burn here and there.

SCENE I

EVENING IN THE SHOEMAKER'S HOUSE

The room is faintly lighted by one candle

burned almost to the socket. (There will, of

course, be other lighting, but nothing more on the

stage.) The shoemaker's wife sits beside table

(right front) with her arms upon it and her head

resting upon them in an attitude of deep dejection.

Her face is turned from audience, and her hair

falls over her shoulders. Her bare feet are to

be seen below her short skirt. The shoemaker

sits at bench (left front), his head resting on

right hand. He seems in despair, and holds in

left hand a small piece of leather. These posi-

tions are maintained until the details of the pic-

ture have been noted. Shoemaker then looks at
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wife, and snaps fingers to call her attention. She

starts, jumps up, pushes back her hair, and comes

to his side. He shows her his one remaining

piece of leather. She shakes her head in pity,

pats his shoulder encouragingly, draws her chair

to his bench and sits down to watch him, wiping

her eyes now and then with the back of her hand.

He pretends to cut the leather carefully, and at

last holds up the uppers of a pair of shoes.

(Any shoemaker will cut these.) The wife nods

and motions him to lay the work on the table, ris-

ing as she does so, and yawning. He rises also,

yawns, stretches, and then, motioning her to join

him, they kneel beside the bench in prayer. With
the clasped hands of devotion, eyes looking up-

ward, they remain motionless a moment while the

music of a brief, simple prayer or evening-song

is played. They arise, embrace each other, the

wife blows out the candle and lies down on bed

in corner, the husband sitting in a chair to take

off shoes as curtain falls.

SCENE II

MORNING IN THE SHOEMAKER'S HOUSE

Same scene, more brilliantly lighted, and with

the addition of a pair of well-made shoes which

stand in first dancing position on bench. Shoe-
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maker and wife are discovered seated at break-

fast, with bowls and spoons before them. No
cloth or other dishes on table. Wife wears same

dress, but her hair is neatly coiled, and she has

on a white cap. Shoemaker raises hand, bows

head reverently, and appears to say grace. Wife
bows head also, and listens. At close of grace

both begin to eat hungrily and scrape bowls for

last mouthful. Shoemaker rises, takes leather

apron from peg, puts it on, and turns to bench;

wife meanwhile putting dishes together. Shoe-

maker sees shoes, starts in surprise, rubs eyes,

and runs to wife, motioning her to look. She

throws up her hands in astonishment, and hastens

to examine shoes. Both take them up, look them

over, and then look under bench and about room
as if to see who has brought them. A loud knock

is heard. The couple turn and see first customer

enter. Business of looking at shoes, pricing

them, paying for them, etc. Pleasure of cus-

tomer, who, after money is paid, takes out an-

other coin and forces it on shoemaker. Exit

customer. Shoemaker gives coin to wife, and

points to door. She takes basket from peg and

runs out, returning quickly with a loaf of dark

bread, a cabbage, and a string of sausages. The
stage is empty but a moment, for the shoemaker

follows her out and returns a minute after her
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with a large piece of leather. Both show their

purchases and clap hands, skipping with joy as

curtain falls.

SCENE III

ANOTHER MORNING AT THE SHOEMAKER'S HOUSE

{One week later.)

A week has elapsed since Scene II, and it is

supposed that the number of shoes placed on the

bench by mysterious hands has steadily increased

with each day. The shoemaker's room is now

better furnished, and the light is much brighter.

When the curtain rises the stage is empty, and on

the bench stand a number of shoes and slippers of

various kinds and colors. A line is suspended

between two uprights fastened to the sides of the

bench, and children's shoes and slippers— white,

bronze, red, and blue— are hung from it. Door

opens and shoemaker's wife peeps in cautiously.

She is now fully dressed according to description,

and looks bright and gay. She closes door softly,

but peeps in again and turns to beckon husband,

who is now well-clothed also. Both enter on tip-

toe, but heavily and clumsily, and motioning each

other to greater caution. Shoemaker stumbles

against chair and is reproved by wife with frown

and shaken finger. They catch sight of array of
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shoes, clasp hands and shake heads in surprise,

and look upward in thanksgiving. Business of

seeking everywhere about room for mysterious

givers. Loud knocks are now heard, and again

customers enter for shoes. If necessary to

lengthen the pantomime, increase number of cus-

tomers and introduce appropriate business. A
beggar, a ragged child who brings shoes for mend-

ing, a barefoot boy who comes to be measured for

shoes, would all be effective. When the bargain-

ing is over and customers have gone, shoemaker

and wife look at pile of coins and dance together

for joy to some old tune as " Buy a Broom," but

heavily and awkwardly to contrast with later

dance of elves. Light grows dim, and, with

raised fingers for silence, they tiptoe to bed and

hide behind curtain, peeping out each side to show

that they are watching for their benefactors.

SCENE IV

THE COMING OF THE ELVES

Light is dim when curtain rises, and stage is

empty save for watching figures behind curtains.

Elves open door and enter cautiously, with busi-

ness of peeping about. They light all candles, of

which there are now several in room, and bring

one to bench. Then they seat themselves cross-
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legged, and begin to sew and to hammer and tap

on the shoes. Merry music may be played, and

they may tap in time to it. A fresh supply of

shoes is on a shelf under bench, and they reach

for them, unnoticed by audience, and set them in

place or tie them to line, one by one, as if just

finished. Then they simulate drowsiness, nod

over their work and finally drop it, tumble to floor

and fall asleep, side by side. Shoemaker and

wife have watched with delight and curiosity, and

wife has pointed out to husband the bare feet and

arms and rags of the elves, shaking her head in

pity. When they are asleep, wife tiptoes out

from curtains, waving her husband back, and ap-

proaches them. She admires them, sinks on one

knee to see them better, and finally takes tape-

measure from bosom of dress and measures them

(without absolutely touching them) for clothing

and shoes. She shows measures to husband as

she makes them, finally retiring to bed and draw-

ing curtains. Abt's " Cradle Song," or any fa-

miliar lullaby may be played or sung here.

SCENE V
THE REWARD OF THE ELVES

Scene as before, but brightly lighted, and shoe-

maker and wife watching. Table is laid with
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white cloth, two small bowls and spoons, with a

bunch of raisins by each one, a heaping plate or

basket of fruit in center, and two high chairs set

in place. A large placard with " WELCOME "

printed on it in big, straggling letters is hung in a

conspicuous spot. On line above bench where

shoes hung are two complete suits of clothes, as

described. Elves open door, cautiously, with

business of looking about, astonishment at seeing

candles lighted, etc. They espy table and scram-

ble into high chairs, eating their bread and milk

with sighs of enjoyment and patting their stom-

achs in satisfaction. Then they catch up raisins,

climb down from chairs, and dance about room,

separately, holding raisins high, and snapping

fingers. Suddenly they see the new clothes, and

stand still, backs to audience, looking at them.

They turn and look at each other, round-eyed,

and with fingers in mouth. Shoemaker and wife

almost leave shelter of curtains at this moment,

in their delight, but shrink back as elves turn.

One elf then climbs bench and hands complete

suit to his fellow, takes one himself, and they

stroke and admire them. They slip them on rap-

idly, over rags, helping each other, and don shoes,

stockings, and caps. Then they hug each other

ecstatically, and begin a joyful dance, accompa-

nied by merry music. (This may be as simple or
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as elaborate as their accomplishments admit.)

Shoemaker and wife are hidden during dance and

until just before elves take leave. At close of

dance, elves take little wands (slender sticks

wound in gold paper and ending in a gilt star)

from under their new coats, where they have been

fastened, and flutter about room, wishing good

wishes to everything. They waft blessings to-

ward the table, the clock, the spinning-wheel, the

bed, the chairs, the candlesticks, and finally stand

before shoemaker's bench, bowing low and wav-

ing their wands around and above it. (All this

business may be accompanied by music, if de-

sired.) Shoemaker and wife push curtains aside

here, and are again seen watching. Elves flutter

to door, turn, facing room, their arms intertwined,

and wave wands in farewell. They go out softly,

closing the door, and the couple they have blessed

come to center of stage, and, with arms folded

across breasts, look up to heaven in gratitude.

CURTAIN
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SNOW-WHITE AND ROSE-RED

(J Pantomime in Four Scenes.)



CHARACTERS

Snow-White.
Rose-Red.

Mother.
Bear.

The Prince.

Dwarf.



COSTUMES

Snow-White and Rose-Red: The two girls taking

these parts should be twelve to fifteen years old, and

as nearly of the same size as possible, one being dark

and dressed entirely in red, including slippers and stock-

ings; the other one fair, and clad in pure white. Their

dresses must be exactly alike and made of any simple

stuff, or fashioned out of crepe paper, and cut in any

quaint style which will give an old-world atmosphere

to the pantomime. Dutch necks and short sleeves will

add to the effect. Capes to match their dresses should

be provided for the out-door scenes. Peasant costumes,

which may be had of any Pattern Agency, are quite

suitable.

Mother: {Appears in first scene only) :

Any dark simple dress with cap, apron and white

surplice will serve for this character. Spectacles and

white hair must be added and knitting-work to use while

mother sits at fire. A table by her side holds large

book.

Bear: This part should be taken by a man, or a well-

grown lad, and requires considerable action. If a Bear

dress can be obtained from a Costumer's this will, of

course, be most desirable. If not, one must be made
out of the materials at hand. Any dark brown stuff,

—

felting, Canton flannel, plush, or an old fur carriage

robe,— will serve. The dress must fit rather loosely,

as the Bear casts off his skin in the last scene and ap-

pears as a Prince in gorgeous costume. For a home-
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made dress a Bear mask or head, if to be had, will in-

crease the illusion. If this is out of the question, cover

the entire head of the performer with a hood with

pointed ears, of material like his dress and cut out

spaces for mouth and eyes. The hands and arms, feet

and legs of the Bear are covered with the same dark

stuff, made to fit when he walks on all-fours, and tied

on securely before his dress is put on. The Bear's cos-

tume as a Prince may be as brilliant as can be provided,

of pale-blue, yellow, or green satin, silk, velvet or

brocade, cut in cavalier style with knee-breeches and
silk hose. A short velvet cloak may be fastened to

shoulder and a sword added, if the performer is deft

enough to put them on rapidly.

The Prince should wear a coronet,— a slender circle of

gilt paper mounted on cardboard, cut with a Maltese

cross in front decorated with mock jewels. (See En-
cyclopaedia and Dictionary for further details) and he

wears also a jeweled chain and ring.

Dwarf: This part should be taken by a small slender

lad dressed in a tight-fitting suit, with knee-breeches and
belted blouse. This may be bright blue, yellow or green

with a pointed cap of same color. He wears a long

white beard, reaching almost to the ground, red stock-

ings and low shoes. He may pad one shoulder so as to

make it higher than the other, or improvise a hump, if

desired. Carries heavy bag over shoulder.
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SCENE I

THE COTTAGE IN THE WOOD

Snow-White and Rose-Red live alone with their

mother and an interior of simple comfort must be

shown. There is a white-curtained window

(either real or simulated), a fireplace, a practica-

ble entrance door and an exit door, curtained

opening or full hanging curtain behind which

mother and daughters may retreat as on their way

to bed. The fireplace may be built roughly by a

carpenter, or any boy handy with tools, against

rear wall of stage and covered with Dennison

brick paper. (An old iron fire-frame, if to be

found, will serve equally well.) A copper or

brass kettle hangs from crane in fire-place and a

simulated fire may be made with shavings, kin-

dlings, a few sticks of wood and some crimson

tinsel paper. A table stands well in sight with a

1 Grimm's " Household Stories." The tale may be told before

the pantomime is given if desired. This would probably be

wise, as the story is not one of the most familiar in the col-

lection.
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white and a red rose-tree in bloom upon it, or a

nosegay of white and red roses or geraniums.

There is a bird and bird-cage on wall and a good-

sized toy lamb on hearth. A large chair must be

provided for mother, a small table by its side with

a large book upon it, and two chairs or stools for

maidens.

When curtain rises mother is discovered knit-

ting by fire; Snow-White is spinning and Rose-

Red sewing a long white seam. If no old wool

or flax wheel is to be had, one of the maidens may
be making lace on a pillow, or mending stockings

from a pile in a basket. There is a moment of

quiet after curtain rises to get effect of peaceful

scene, and then Snow-White leaves her spinning

and goes to mother's side as if making a request.

Mother nods head and lays down work. Snow-

White hands her the large book and takes seat

again, beginning to work. Mother settles spec-

tacles on nose and simulates reading aloud.

Tableau of working and listening to reading.

Knock is heard at door. Mother lays down book

and all three listen. Knock repeated. Mother

takes off spectacles and turns head to door as if

saying, " Come in !

"

Door opens and Bear stands on threshold.

Mother shows alarm and shrinks away; daughters

run and hide, one behind mother's chair, another
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behind exit-door, or curtain, both peeping out at

intruder. Bear hesitates on threshold, shivering

repeatedly and holding up one paw as if in en-

treaty. Alarm of maidens lessens. Mother

beckons Bear and points to fire. He enters, bows

to Mother gravely, shakes himself (Mother starts

back and catches up dress as if fearing rain-

drops), and lies down by fire. Mother pushes

aside book and takes up knitting, motioning

daughters to return to places. They come back

timidly with several false starts and retreats, and

take up work. Bear, who has been asleep, raises

head and looks at family, then lies down again

with a long sigh of content. Then follows play

of making acquaintance with Bear, which must be

conducted according to the skill of performers.

Rose-Red ventures near to pat his head. Snow-

White tickles him with a straw; finally both sit

down and frolic with him. He sits upon hind

legs and taps them softly with his paws, throwing

back head as if laughing, rolls over on floor and

goes through whatever antics his costume will per-

mit. He must be gentle, however, as befits a

prince in disguise. Finally he stands, gives a paw

to each maiden and they dance about room to a

merry measure, mother clapping hands in time.

CURTAIN
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SCENE II

(Also Scenes III and IV)

An open glade at the edge of a wood. It is

morning and lights must be as bright as possible.

The setting may be quite elaborate, as it remains

to end of pantomime. Evergreen trees stand at

back, in irregular line, two or three grouped to-

gether with a space behind where Bear may retire

to shed his skin. The stump or trunk of an old

tree lies left front; an irregular circle of stones

with imitation grasses, right front, represents

edge of pond. Dark-green cambric (dull side

up) covers floor, or pine needles.

Foreground may be dealt with as ability and

resources of stage director admit. A large moss-

covered rock is useful, and a clump or two of low

bushes set in wooden stands. Flowers may be set

here and there and painted wooden or paper birds

swing in the branches, if desired.

Curtain rises on this forest scene, which will be

improved if a " warbler " is used outside for a

moment, or some one can be found who can imi-

tate bird-calls acceptably. When impression of

woodland scene is gained, dwarf hobbles in from

rear. He carries a heavy bag over left shoulder,

an ax in right hand and looks fearfully around
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as he enters. He espies trunk of tree left front,

sets bag carefully down beside it and sinks down as

if exhausted, sighing and rubbing back and legs.

Rises, takes ax and begins chopping. After few

strokes appears to catch long beard in cleft of

wood and makes ludicrous antics to free himself,

hopping like gigantic grasshopper in his struggles.

Enter, right front, Snow-White and Rose-Red

with baskets, as if going to town. They wear

capes and Snow-White has a bag or purse hang-

ing from waist, which holds scissors subsequently

needed. They enter, arms entwined, skipping

and dancing, see dwarf, start in alarm and hide

behind trees, peeping out to find what the creature

is. Dwarf appears to call and beckon, and they

draw near timidly. He seems to explain his

plight with gestures, and they try to pull him

away from log, Snow-White throwing her arms

around him from behind and Rose-Red doing the

same behind her. Rage of Dwarf, who shakes

his fist and threatens. Maidens bend over log

and try to pull beard out. Dwarf writhes and

rages. Maidens stand and think. Rose-Red

claps hand to forehead as if struck with happy

thought, and tells Snow-White. Snow-White

nods head, claps hands, takes scissors from bag

and cuts beard free, holding up portion cut off.

Dwarf enraged again, grasps cut hairs, scowls,
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shakes fist. Rose-Red meantime has drawn near

his bag, which she is examining. Dwarf sees her,

rushes to her side, pushes her away, takes up bag

and ax and hurries off stage, center back, shaking

head as he goes and stopping at exit to wave ax

in threatening way.

Maidens look at each other in surprise. Rose-

Red taps head to show Dwarf's probable mental

condition, and Snow-White nods assent. They

laugh, twine arms again and skip off stage left.

CURTAIN

SCENE III

Scene opens as before. Lights somewhat low-

ered, as it is afternoon. Dwarf enters, center

back, as before, with heavy bag and fishing-rod

and line. Same by-play of pain and fatigue, as

he lays down bag and sits on stones, right front.

Rises and takes rod and line and begins fishing.

Leans over pond and looks into water. Bites are

felt and jerks on line, finally a jerk which pulls

him off feet and over edge of stones. His legs

remain in sight, wriggling in air, when Snow-

White and Rose-Red enter, left front, returning

from errands. They pause in astonishment, con-

sult as to what the legs mean and run to rescue.
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They sieze legs, and try to pull Dwarf out to

no purpose. Redouble efforts with no result.

Snow-White peers over edge of pond, and

beckons to Rose-Red, who does same. Snow-

White nods head, takes scissors, steps into pond,

bends over and jumps back with another por-

tion of white beard in hand. Dwarf scram-

bles out, snatches cut hairs and dances with rage.

He points out shortened beard, shakes fist and

threatens, his rage greater than in previous scene.

Rose-Red falls back in alarm and stumbles over

bag. Dwarf sees her, rushes up and pushes her

away so violently as he snatches bag that she falls

to floor, weeping. Snow-White hurries to her

side, raises and comforts her and they exit slowly,

right front, Snow-White supporting Rose-Red

and wiping away her tears.

CURTAIN

SCENE IV

Lights are still further lowered, as it is sunset.

Dwarf is discovered seated on ground, center

front. His opened bag is beside him and he is

admiring the profusion of gold, silver and jewels

that he has arranged in heaps about him. (The

coins may be cut from tin [silver] and tin painted
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yellow [gold], and the jewels may be represented

by glass beads of various colors, both separate

and strung into necklaces, and bits of colored

glass.) Effective by-play here of handling and

admiring jewels, holding necklaces up to light,

pressing them to breast and kissing them, pouring

coins from hand to hand, etc. Lights so ar-

ranged as to make the trinkets shine. If more

effective, let them be laid on white or scarlet cloth

which Dwarf takes from bag. Snow-White and

Rose-Red enter softly, right front. Their capes

are laid aside and they carry baskets of flowers.

Each wears a wreath in her own color, and a gar-

land of same over shoulders. They espy Dwarf,

who hears nothing in his absorption, and ap-

proach him, one on each side, leaning over to

admire his treasures. Dwarf hears, starts to feet

in rage, and falls upon them, pushing them away

and pulling at their dresses. He finally strikes

them both and they begin to cry, putting their

hands before their faces. A rustling is heard be-

hind trees in rear and Bear emerges, shaking head

and growling. (Growling may be done on piano.)

Maidens make as if to fly, but half-way to exit

turn to look again, recognize their friend, and

rush to embrace him. He greets them lovingly,

then waves them aside, pointing to their adver-

sary. Dwarf meantime remains center front, on
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knees in terror, with supplicating hands. When
Bear looks at him he scoops up treasure from

ground and offers it in handfuls. Bear shakes

head and comes down stage. Dwarf attempts to

run and is caught by Bear. Struggle begins and

must progress toward center back of stage, as

Bear must slip behind trees when it is over.

Maidens watch in alarm, right. Bear overcomes,

Dwarf drops to ground as if dead and Bear dis-

appears. Trees rustle as if something were

going on behind them and maidens with gestures

of fear draw slowly rear to look for their cham-

pion. In shortest time possible (and help must

be given Bear to make change really swift),

Prince emerges proudly, holding bear-skin in

hand. Delight and astonishment of maidens,

who clasp hands and circle about him admiringly.

He shows skin and explains by gesture that it

once covered him, then throws it aside. Rose-

Red lifts it up and throws it over body of Dwarf.

She strokes beautiful dress of Prince, touches his

coronet, holds up his cloak, pressing it to her

cheek, etc., but Snow-White draws slowly away

and admires from a distance, clasping hands on

breast and watching intently. Prince follows her

and kneels before her, takes ring from his finger

and puts it on hers, then kisses her hand. She

bends and raises him from ground. He puts his
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arm about her and holds out other hand to Rose-

Red, who comes running to take it. The three

advance to center front, where they bow low to

audience.

CURTAIN



CHRISTMAS TABLEAUX FOR
CHILDREN

CHRISTMAS IN OLD ENGLAND
" Without the door let sorrow lie

;

And if for cold it hap to die,

We'll bury it in a Christmas pie,

And evermore be merry."





CHRISTMAS IN OLD ENGLAND

FATHER CHRISTMAS

" Now he who knows old Christmas,

He knows a carle of worth

;

For he is as good a fellow

As any upon earth." x

Mary Howitt.

The stage should be decorated for these

tableaux with branches of fir and garlands of

evergreen, and with ivy, holly, and mistletoe

wherever it can appropriately be placed, the deco-

rations remaining throughout the series of pic-

tures. Father Christmas should occupy a throne

placed on a dais in center of stage. He wears a

voluminous dark green robe, with hanging sleeves

bordered with ermine, and a crown of holly. A
small globe in his hand, wreathed with holly, rep-

resents his orb; and his scepter is a tall, slender

1 If programmes are used for this entertainment, the subjects

of the tableaux, with their accompanying verses, should be

printed upon them.
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fir tree hung with mistletoe and stripped of all

its branches save a few near the tip. His court

surrounds him, and is composed of a jester, mu-

sicians, pages bearing tall Yule candles, and of as

many figures from succeeding tableaux as can be

grouped picturesquely upon the stage. The per-

formers may wear old English costumes for the

entire performance, and the hair of the children

and lads is cut square across the forehead and

hangs loose. The Squire and older men part the

hair in the middle, and wear it hanging in the

neck. The damsels and ladies must consult old

English pictures for the arrangement of their

locks.



II a

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

" And now no more we'll sing to you, because the hour

is late,

And we must trudge and sing our songs at many another

gate.

And so we'll wish you once again a merry Christmas time,

And pray God bless you while you give good silver for

our rhyme.

To us poor carollers

As carolling we go,

With footsteps sore,

From door to door,

We trudge through sleet and snow."

The light should be lowered for this pic-

ture, as the carols are sung at daybreak; and if

the floor of the stage can be covered with a white

fabric, and the decorations tufted with cotton, a

snow effect will be produced. The carollers in

this case are beggars singing for hire, and may be

a mother with baby in arms and a group of chil-

dren of different sizes. They are to be bare-

headed, with loose hair, tattered gowns, and

cloaks half slipping from their shoulders. They
213
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may either sing or pretend to sing and look up

to an imaginary window for alms, one of the

smaller children standing in front and rattling a

box of small coins. If a lantern of antique pat-

tern can be found or made, one of the performers

may hold it.



lib

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

" The first Nowell the Angel did say,

Was to certain poor shepherds in fields as they lay;

In fields where they lay keeping their sheep

In a cold winter's night that was so deep.

Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell,
Born is the King of Israel."

If beggars in the snow are not desired, the

lights may be lowered as before, and a band of

children and grown people may appear as carol-

lers. Singing Christmas songs from door to door
was a popular custom in England as early as the

fifteenth century, so any quaint old English cos-

tume is suitable for the participants.
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BRINGING IN THE YULE LOG

Come, bring with a noise,

My merry, merry boys,

The Christmas log to the firing.

The Yule log may either be borne in on the

shoulders of four stout lads, or dragged in by

heavy ropes. In either case, it should be gar-

landed with holly, and a little child be seated

upon it, with a bunch of holly in his hands. A
lad with a torch should precede it, as the log was

always lighted with a brand from the last year's

block, and boys and girls may caper and dance

beside it. There may be music, too, with players

in costume, on the violin, or bagpipe and drum,

and the procession may be made as long as

desired.
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BRINGING IN THE BOAR'S HEAD

The Boar's Head in hand bring I,

With garlands gay and rosemary;

I pray you all sing merrily.

This was an imposing procession in the olden

time, and should be made so in the tableau. First

come the trumpeters, their instruments [tin

horns] hung with banners; then four carollers,

music books in hand; then the forester and hunts-

man, dressed in green and carrying one a spear,

and one a bow and arrow; and then after them,

on an immense silver [tin] platter, the Boar's

Head is borne by " a lusty serving-man." The
head may be fashioned out of clay, of cloth

[stuffed], or of brown paper, and must be var-

nished to imitate the rich brown of baking, while

the tusks may be whittled out of wood. A lemon

is to be placed in the boar's mouth, and the head

dressed with garlands. Two pages carrying

mustard accompany the " serving-man," who may
be clothed in white, and capped and aproned like
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a cook, and carry a carving knife in his girdle.

All the boys and girls who figure in the other

tableaux may frolic and dance in the rear, one of

the older lads, perhaps, bearing a little child on

his shoulders.



V

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER

Old Christmas is come for to keep open house.

He scorns to be guilty of starving a mouse.

Then come, boys, and welcome for diet the chief,

Plum-pudding, goose, capon, minced pies, and roast beef.

The bare table is of oak, dark and highly

polished [imitated by paint], and guests are

seated on stools or benches at both ends and side

farthest from audience. The Squire's high-

backed chair should be in the center, and this

magnate may be distinguished by a ruff, a beard,

a gold chain about his neck, and a jeweled belt.

The guests may be placed according to fancy,

laborers and serving-men among the rest, as no

distinctions were observed at the Christmas feast.

Any one whom it becomes may wear a wreath of

holly or ivy, and all dresses are gay. The plates,

cups, and platters should be of tin to imitate silver

or pewter, and brown bowls decked with ribbons

and filled with " wassail " should be passed from
hand to hand. The boar's head is in a conspicu-

ous place, as well as simulated "plum-pudding,
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goose, capon, minced pies and roast beef," and

there are nuts and apples on the board. Dogs

may lie under the table and at the feet of the

guests, if there are any in the neighborhood of

peaceable disposition and dramatic talent.



VI

THE CHRISTMAS DANCE

Young gallants and ladies shall foot it along,

Each room in the house to the music shall throng,

Whilst jolly carouses about they shall pass,

And each country swain trip about with his lass.

If Father Christmas's dais is still on the stage,

it may be used for the musicians. Fiddles and

bagpipes were in use for dancing at the time; but

one violin will do very well, and a series of old

tunes should be sought out for the Contra dance,

which should be as gay as possible, and given

before the audience by all the performers. A
jester or fool, in traditional dress, with a bauble,

cap, and bells, is in place in all these tableaux save

the second, and may dance with a tiny child or

with the Squire's lady, whose hair should be

dressed in Elizabethan style, and who should wear

a trailing gown, ruff, and long white veil. The
minuet is also a suitable dance, though more diffi-

cult and not so gay.)
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CHRISTMAS GAMES

A Christmas gambol oft could cheer

The poor man's heart through half the year.

All joined in the Christmas sports, children

as well as grown people, and the most popular

games seem to have been Hot-Cockles, Snap-

Dragon, Bob-apple, Post and Pair, Shoe the Wild

Man, and especially Hoodman Blind [Blind

Man's Buff]. This, although simple, may be

made a most effective tableau, choosing the most

conspicuous figure [Father Christmas, perhaps]

for the Hoodman, and grouping the rest effec-

tively according to the game. " Kissing under

the mistletoe " may be associated with the sport,

if desired, an audacious youth attempting to profit

by some damsel's temporary presence under the

mystic boughs and her absorption in the game.



VIII

CHRISTMAS MUMMING
(Masquerading)

Then came the merry masquers in,

And carols roared with blithesome din;

White shirts supplied the masquerade,

And smutted cheeks the visors made:

But, oh ! what masquers richly dight

Can boast of bosoms half so light!

The Lord of Misrule [Manager of the

Christmas revels], carrying his wand of office,

heads the procession in this elaborate tableau, and

is richly dressed with a ruff, jewels, a plumed hat,

and an ermine-bordered train borne by two pages.

His followers may ride hobby-horses, and may be

decked with ribbons, while bells hang from vari-

ous points of their raiment. Violins, bagpipes,

drums, and trumpets follow, and singers also, if

desired. The remainder of the performers may
disguise themselves as simply or as elaborately as

they wish, wearing masks, blackening their faces,

or wearing heads of birds and animals, the idea
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being that " every one in the family, except the

Squire himself, must be transformed from what

they were." Handkerchiefs held by all the mum-
mers, except the Lord of Misrule and his follow-

ers, and waved in the air and about the head to

the time of the music, seem to have been a feature

of these Christmas mumming processions.



IX

CHRISTMAS STORY TELLING

Verse, crowned with ivy and with holly,

That tells of winter's tales and mirth

That milkmaids make about the hearth.

The minstrel, or professional musician and

story-teller, was always to be found in great

houses at Christmastide, and though his art was

most popular in an age earlier than that shown

in most of these tableaux, it yet may be introduced

here as a close to the scenes of revel. Let the

minstrel be seated in a high-backed chair on a dais

at the center-back of the stage. He should be

blind, as minstrels often were, white-haired,

white-bearded, and clad in a long white robe, part

of the drapery of which is caught up to the left

shoulder with a heavy brooch. He holds a harp

or lyre, and with sightless eyes cast upward, is

touching the strings, ready to tell his tale, which

will be half song, half story. Upon or at the

foot of the dais group the smaller children, gaz-

ing intently at the minstrel, and all about the stage
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the other performers in graceful attitudes, stand-

ing, sitting, young girls with arms intertwined, a

few children on the knees of mothers or fathers,

the Lord of Misrule leaning on his wand of office,

etc. If the minstrel is really able to tell the tale,

instead of simulate it, it will make a fitting close

to the entertainment.

Yule's come, and Yule's gane,

And we have feasted weel

;

Sae Jock maun to his flail again,

And Jenny to her wheel.



II

CHRISTMAS WITH THE
CHILDREN

{Tableaux for the Use of Little People Everywhere.)

" It is good to be Children Sometimes ; and Never Better
Than at Christmas, When its Mighty Founder was a
Child Himself "—

Chas. Dickens.1

1 If programs are used for these tableaux, the quotations from
Dickens which begin and end the series should be printed upon
them, as well as the lines which precede and explain each
picture. If programs are not used, the subject of the tableau
may be announced and its verse be recited by the stage-manager,
or one of the performers.





CHRISTMAS WITH THE CHILDREN

BRINGING HOME THE CHRISTMAS
TREE

The Christmas Day was coming, the Christmas Eve drew
near

;

The fir-trees they were talking low, at midnight cold and
clear.

And this was what the fir-trees said, all in the pale moon-
light,

Now, which of us shall chosen be to grace the Holy Night ?

A span of stout boy-horses (or two or three

span if desired) are harnessed to a large sled in

child-fashion, their toy reins, which are trimmed

with bells, held by a tiny girl-driver in red cloak

and hood. A large fir-tree on which the driver

is seated is bound to the sled, and tufts of cotton

in its branches here and there indicate that it has

just been cut down in the snowy woods. Fir

boughs, mistletoe and holly are piled about the

tree and long trails of green are dragging after it.

A number of children accompany the team, all

warmly wrapped in bright-colored garments,
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Some carry evergreens and boughs, some are tak-

ing hands and skipping along together; one boy

is standing while he stamps his feet and beats his

arms, and another, with a long red comforter

wound around his neck, is in advance of the pro-

cession, and, turning, looks back upon it, as he

waves his cap in the air.



MIXING THE CHRISTMAS PUDDING

Hurrah for the fun! Is the pudding done?
Hurrah for the Christmas pie

!

A long kitchen table is set in the center of the

stage and on the farther side stands the cook

(represented by a girl of twelve years), who is

to be an old-fashioned domestic with rosy cheeks,

a large white mob-cap, a voluminous white apron

and rolled-up sleeves. She is stirring the pud-

ding with a long spoon in a large yellow bowl.

One child, seated at the table, is stoning raisins;

one holds the flour-dredger, and one has slyly put

his finger in the pudding mixture and is tasting it

with a face of delight. Other children (if de-

sired) may lean on the table in various attitudes,

intently watching the cook, and a baby girl with

an apron tied around her neck be seated in a

high-chair stirring a miniature pudding with a

miniature bowl and spoon.
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CHRISTMAS SECRETS

Christmas time is the time of secrets,

Whispered low to a friendly ear.

The stage is set for a family sitting-room

where a grandmother is making Christmas pres-

ents with the children. This aged dame (repre-

sented by a girl of twelve or fourteen years) is

seated in a rocking-chair. She has white hair, a

fancy cap with long, hanging strings, and specta-

cles. She should wear a white fichu and apron

also, hold some knitting in her hands, and be

seated in a rocking-chair. The children, of vari-

ous sizes and ages, are gathered about her and

engaged in various occupations. One little girl,

on a stool at her feet, is sewing, one is knitting,

one crocheting; a boy is at work with tools at a

table, another is painting, etc.

At the moment of the tableau all are busily

at work when a knock is heard at the door. It

opens slightly and the head of father, mother or

grandfather (as desired) appears. The grand-

mother turns to the children wTith lifted brows,

warning finger and lips pouted, as if saying

"Hus-s-h!" and all try to conceal their work
from the intruder.
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THE CHRISTMAS GIFT-BEARERS

Good luck unto old Christmas,

And long life, let us sing,

For he doeth more good unto the poor

Than many a crowned king,

A company of children is seen upon the stage,

all laden with Christmas gifts of one kind or an-

other. A tiny girl wrapped in furs and carrying

a Christmas tree may head the procession and a

miniature Father Christmas follow her, if desired.

He should be clad in a long, dark-green robe

trimmed with ermine (white Canton-flannel with

charcoal spots), carry a staff, and wear white hair

and beard and a crown of holly. All the other

children carry such bundles and packages as may
be made most picturesque: one has a basket of

red apples, one bends under the weight of a bag

slung over his shoulder, two children carry a

hamper of vegetables, a large boy trundles a

wheelbarrow of wood, a little girl holds a bloom-

ing geranium, and another an immense stocking

of candy. All are warmly wrapped, some of the

little girls wearing hooded cloaks, the boys bright

comforters, caps with ear-laps and mittens.
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It is understood, of course, that the gifts thus

shown upon the stage form part of a collection to

be presented afterward to the needy in the neigh-

borhood.



CHRISTMAS CHOIR-BOYS

Then let the holly red be hung,

And all the sweetest carols sung,

While we with joy remember them—
The journeyers to Bethlehem.

The beauty of this tableau will depend largely

upon its grouping, but it will be one of the most

effective if properly arranged. If a bar be run

across the stage from right-hand back to left-hand

front corner and draped with some dark color,

the boys may stand behind it as behind a choir-

stall, and thus show only the upper part of their

figures. They must, of course, wear white sur-

plices, which are very easily made, or may even be

imitated by draping of sheets or white cotton.

As many figures may be introduced as can be

grouped to advantage and they may carry hymn-

books or small sheets of music, two boys some-

times looking on together. They may sing some

simple carol, if desired, or simulate singing, but

reverence of demeanor and absorption in the

music are essential. The railing should be gar-

landed with evergreen and holly, and the lights

be somewhat lowered to a " dim, religious " pitch.
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Most Sunday-school music-books contain ap-

propriate carols, but if none of these is desired,

" God Rest Ye, Merry Gentlemen," or " The

First Nowel," with their traditional melodies,

may be sung, or Heber's " Brightest and Best of

the Sons of the Morning" (stanzas i, 2 and 5)

to the tune of " Wesley."



A VISIT FROM SANTA CLAUS

As I drew in my head and was turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound

:

He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,

And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot.

The well-known poem, " A Visit from St.

Nicholas" (Clement C. Moore), should be con-

sulted for the details of this picture. The stage

should represent a bedroom, and " mamma in her

kerchief" (a girl of ten or twelve years) is sit-

ting up in bed in an astonished attitude. A small

child in nightcap and gown is turning from an

open window, which may be made sufficiently real

by the use of an old window-frame. Emerging
from the mouth of a wide, old-fashioned fireplace

(made of pasteboard and painted) comes Santa

Claus, attired in traditional costume, with his

bundle of toys on his back, and you may be sure

that his eyes will really twinkle when he hears

the warmth of his greeting.
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CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS

The little red stockings he silently fills,

Till the stockings will hold no more;
The bright little sleds for the great snow-hills

Are quickly set down on the floor.

This tableau is a continuation of the last, the

same fireplace being used, around which the stock-

ings are still hanging, though now delightfully

" bumpy " with gifts and overflowing at the top.

As many more presents as are considered effective

may be set on the mantelpiece and on the floor.

The lights should be turned very low, as the

scene represents the dusk of Christmas morning

in which several children are tiptoeing toward

the fireplace. They wear nightgowns and night-

caps and carry lighted candles. One fat little

boy in pajamas brings up the rear hugging a Can-

ton-flannel rabbit to his breast.
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THE WONDERFUL TREE

There's a wonderful tree, there's a wonderful tree,

The happy children rejoice to see;

It spreads its branches year by year,

And comes from the forest to flourish here.

For this, the final tableau of the series, the

Christmas tree is shown. It should be decorated

beforehand and screened during the previous pic-

tures, and if a presentation of gifts is to close the

entertainment they may quickly be placed on and

under the branches if they are already wrapped
and marked. A procession of children, headed

by Santa Claus himself, marches into and about

the hall, singing any appropriate Christmas song

while the scene is being prepared. At a given

signal the singers turn toward the stage, and as

they reach it the glittering Christmas tree is dis-

closed. Singing the final stanza of the song they

file on to the platform and encircle the tree.

Santa Claus may then break the ring and come
forward, saying, perhaps, that, although he is

having a delightful evening, he must not let his

own enjoyment interfere with the proper per-
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formance of his duties. The time has now come,

he adds, for him to please the children who have

done so much to please the audience, and so say-

ing he distributes the Christmas gifts.

The following quotation may be recited at the

end of the exercises as a dismissal to the assem-

blage :

" He knew how to keep Christmas well, if any one alive

possessed the knowledge. May that be truly said of us

and all of us! And so, as Tiny Tim observed,
" God Bless Us, Every One "



Ill

A CHRISTMAS GARLAND

{Tableaux representing traditional figures of Christmas)



The drop-curtain for this series of tableaux

represents the cover of a Christmas gift-book.

It is made of gold-colored or green material [cam-

bric will serve], and an immense wreath of holly,

mistletoe, and evergreen, tied with red ribbons or

crepe paper, hangs in the center. The material

is cut out behind this wreath, all but a hinge at the

top, and the flap is lifted up when the pictures are

shown. The size of the wreath must, of course,

be adapted to the stage, but as some of the

tableaux contain several figures it should be as

large as possible. It may hang within a few feet

of the floor, the tableaux being posed on a low

platform behind it.



A CHRISTMAS GARLAND

I

ST. NICHOLAS

Saint Nicholas, the reverend,

Comes as the orphan maidens' friend,

And leaves without their cottage door

A marriage portion from his store.

The children's saint and hero he,

All meekness and humility.

N. A. S.

The tableau represents St. Nicholas in his tra-

ditional dress as Bishop of Myra. He has long,

white hair, ruddy cheeks, a white beard, and a

long, full gown of a dark color. He wears a

mitre, and carries a crosier or pastoral staff, while

a basket loaded with packages hangs on his arm.

(Pictures of mitres and crosiers may be found in

any dictionary.) The mitre, a tall, tongue-

shaped cap, terminating in two points, may be

made of pasteboard and covered with gilt tissue

or paper, gold cloth or yellow chiffon, and studded

with colored beads to represent jewels. The
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crosier should be a staff about five feet long, gilt,

richly ornamented and terminating either in a

Maltese cross (crosier of ceremony) or a crook.

The basket is supposed to be the celebrated one in

which the kindly Bishop bore the wedding gifts

for the three destitute maidens.

The lines accompanying the tableau are to be

recited while each is being shown— or to precede

them, if desired.



II

LA DAME DE NOEL

{The Christmas Lady)

The Christmas Lady, far in France,

Doth with the Christmas Tree advance,

And bears it swift, and bears it far,

To all who bless the Christmas Star.

N. A. S.

This traditional French figure, the bearer of

the Christmas Tree, should be as beautiful as may
be humanly possible in an all-too-plain world.

She is young, fair, and has long, floating hair.

She is clothed in white drapery and a long, trans-

parent white veil floats over her head and face.

On her head is a golden crown, set round with

tapers; but these would best be simulated, or fur-

nished with flames of orange-colored paper, unless

electric lights can be procured. The Lady of

Christmas bears aloft a tiny Christmas Tree,

decked in full pomp.
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Ill

HANS TRAPP

Now all ye children, great and small,

Lend an attentive ear,

For lo! the Bugbear comes to find

How ye have spent the year.

N. A. S.

Hans Trapp is the traditional German bugbear

who visits all households before the coming of the

Christ Child, and finds out in advance whether the

children are to be punished or rewarded. He
may be as monstrous as the Christmas Lady was
beautiful. He is always dressed in furs, has one

shoulder higher than the other, and either wears

a beast's head, a false face, or has his own gro-

tesquely painted. He carries a bell in one hand,

and under his arm an immense bunch of rods.
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IV

BABOUSCKA

Babouscka, wrinkled, old, and gray.

Is she who scorned to show the way
To those who sought— the Three Wise Men—
The road to blessed Bethlehem.

N. A. S.

Babouscka is the old Russian woman of tradi-

tion who refused to show the three kings the way

to Bethlehem, and who has been doomed to wan-

der forever to find the Christ Child. She is old,

bent, and bowed, is enveloped in a long, gray-

cloak, the hood slipping from her white hair, leans

upon a staff, and carries a basket full of toys on

her arm. Some one capable of considerable fa-

cial expression should take the part, and give the

idea of one who has sinned, is unhappy, and seeks

forgiveness.
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V

THE CHRISTMAS WAITS

'T is break of day, and from the East
The light begins to pour;

We've trudged and sung this many a mile,

And stopped at many a door.

We pray ye, kindly householders,

Some silver for our pains,

For at the blessed Christmastide

Each man should share his gains.

N. A. S.

Christmas Carols were sung from door to door

in England as early as the fifteenth century, so

any quaint old English costumes are suitable for

the Christmas Waits. A group of boys or men
in smock frocks, bright woolen comforters tied

about their necks, and old felt hats pulled down
over their heads, would be effective. Some of the

singers should be stout and old, and some lean on

their staves. They may carry instruments— a

bass viol, a flute, etc., if desired. If wigs are

used, the hair of the English rustics in early times

was usually cut square over the forehead and

worn rather long and loose in the neck. Lan-
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terns of antique pattern may be carried, if any

can be found or made, and one of the carollers,

with a plaintive look, holds up a box for coins to

an imaginary window. The lights should be

lowered, as it is break of day, and the tableau

illuminated by the lanterns. The Waits may
sing, if desired, or be accompanied by a carol from
the wings.



VI

JACK HORNER

See, here is Jack Horner,

Plucked out of his corner,

And eating his Christmas pie.

What strange jubilation,

What over-elation,

He seems to evince in his cry!

N. A. S.

Jack Horner should be a plump and rosy little

fellow, attired in any picturesque costume, pref-

erably white, pale blue, or scarlet. A Peter Pan

suit, or a Kate Greenaway smock frock are suit-

able, with an appropriate cap, which may be a

baker's cap, fashioned from white paper. Jack

Horner holds an immense pie, made in the largest

yellow bowl (or tin pan) to be had, and covered

with brown paper to imitate pastry. A hole is

seen in the crust, and the boy holds his prize plum

high, looking up toward it exultantly. An ex-

pressive child-face is needed for this picture.
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VII

BOB CRATCHIT AND TINY TIM

Bob Cratchit comes, with Tiny Tim
Upon his shoulder riding;

A humble pair but Christmas cheer

Within their hearts abiding,

'Twas Tim who, at the Christmas feast

When all the cheer was done,

Cried out with thin and piping voice,

" God bless us, every one!
"

N. A. S.

In Dickens' " Christmas Carol," Bob Cratchit

is described as a small man, " dressed in thread-

bare clothes, with at least three feet of comforter,

exclusive of the fringe, hanging down before

him." The story is early Victorian in date, so

Cratchit may wear a high collar and stock and an

old-fashioned coat of the proper date. A shabby,

old-fashioned silk hat is on his head, and his com-

forter (red or blue) is hanging about his neck,

but not wrapped around, lest his collar be hidden.

He is shown as he came home from church to the

Christmas dinner, bringing Tiny Tim upon his

shoulder. The child should be a very small and
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delicate one, of pale and spiritual face. (If any

one can be found expert in preparing faces for

the stage, both father and son should be made
rather pale and meager, and the child should have

dark shadows under the eyes.) The child's

clothing is of no moment, for it is hardly seen as

he perches on his father's shoulder; but the posing

and lighting must be carefully done, so that he,

as principal figure, may stand out well in the

picture.



VIII

CAROL OF THE CRUTCHES

This was the sweetest Carol was ever sung or said,

And children clustered at her side and gathered round her

bed.

On Christmas Day she came to earth, a mortal child, and
then

The Angels took her willing hands and led her back
again.

N. A. S.

This tableau is posed from the cover picture of

Kate Douglas Wiggins' " birds' Christmas

Carol." Carol, a girl of twelve or thirteen years,

sits in a great arm-chair, pillows behind her, and

a covering of some sort (preferably a pale blue

afghan or blanket) , thrown over her knees. She

wears a soft white or pale pink gown, and her

long hair is unbound and falls loose over her

shoulders. Her hands rest on the arms of the

chair, and in the bend of her right arm she holds

her crutches. The back of the chair should be

high enough to serve as a background for her

head, and should be dark in tone. A small table
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covered by a white cloth, and holding books and

a vase of holly, stands by her side. The light,

as in the previous picture, should be centered on

her head.



IX

SANTA CLAUS

What shall we say of Santa Claus,

So near to us, so dear to us?

What shall we say of Santa Claus,

So dear to us forever?

Why, nothing say, but " Hip hooray
"

So near he is, so dear he is;

Why, nothing say, but " Hip hooray
"

And cheer his name forever.

N. A. S.

The traditional figure of Santa Claus, as he

may be seen in innumerable pictures, now appears

within the Garland.
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X

CHRISTMAS ANGELS

When the baby Christ was born,

On that blessed Christmas morn,
Hosts of angels filled the sky,

Carolling right joyfully.

So may we who gather here,

On this night of all the year,

Raise our voices in a song,

Carolling right joyfully.

N. A. S.

This last tableau is a somewhat ambitious one,

and may be omitted in small communities where

there are few helpers, closing the exercises with

the figure of Santa Claus instead. It is not a

difficult one, however, when prepared beforehand.

The heads only of the Christmas Angels are

shown, supported by their wings. These may be

made of white tarlatan, double plaited and sewed

firmly to a band to fasten around the neck. After

the wings are plaited and fastened in place, they

should be trimmed a little, so that the outer

feathers remain long, the shorter ones coming
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under the chin. A group of angels is seen in the

Christmas Garland, and other circles may previ-

ously have been cut in the curtain and left hanging

by a hinge, these also being filled with singing

angels, each one holding one or two heads, as

space allows.

When this final tableau is shown, the music

should strike up and all the children sing together,

"Hark the Herald Angels Sing!" "Carol,

Brothers, Carol," or some other suitable Christ-

mas Song.

THE END

CENT' RCULATION
CHILDREN'S ROOM












